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SYNOPSIS

One of the main requirements of any Radio Telescope system is a Health Monitoring

System (HMS), which serves as a diagnostic tool for detecting and identifying system

faults. The monitoring system measures and records several system parameters and

informs the control system if any of them exceeds the preset permissible range.

In a Radio Telescope, different sub-systems are spatially apart. The two main tasks

involved in Health Monitoring s.ystem are 1. Reliable sensor hardware which are

connected to the parameters which vary and affects the performance of the Radio

Telescope (so called the health monitoring) and 2. Reliable local network hardware that

interconnects the sensor outputs and informs the observer's PC located in a centralized

location. This PC takes the necessary precautionary measures pre-programmed by the

observer.

The present project aims at the "Design and Development of a Microcontroller based

Local Network for a Radio Telescope HMS", for a new 12m radio telescope that is being

built in the Raman Research Institute.

Among the different network topologies, bus topology is considered to be the most

efficient and suitable topology for building the HMS local network. The control PC is

considered to be the master controller, which sequentially addresses the sensors present,

and commands them to acquire or transmit the parameter value. The health monitoring

system acquires data from several sensors that are in the form of analog voltages. Hence,

it is desirable to choose a microcontroller with an in-built ADC that can directly interface

to the sensors. The sensors will be interconnected to the slave with necessary sensor

electronics. The microcontroller based slave systems, which has intelligence to acquire

the data from the PC, process the commands and sends back the relevant data to the

master..

The communication from the master end, which is a PC, and to the slave end, which is

basically a microcontroller, is through the standard RS232 serial port (DART). Due to the

requirement of long distance, multi-drop and noise immune communication, RS485

based local network is chosen. As no standard protocol is available to meet the local

network for the HMS, a custom built protocol named HMS protocol has been designed

and implemented.
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Development of a Microcontrol/er based Local Network for a Radio Telescope HMS
Chapter I-Preamble

Parameters such as ambient temperature, wind speed and wind direction are called

environmental parameters. Motor current, power supply voltages, brake current are

called control system parameters.

The monitoring system continuously acquires these parameters and checks whether

the parameter values are within allowable limits and corrective action is commanded

depending on the nature of the fault.

1.2 Statement of the problem

A 12m Radio telescope is being built at RRI. A control system for this radio telescope

is under development. To ensure satisfactory performance of the Radio Telescope,

continuous monitoring of environmental and system parameters are essential. Since

the Radio Telescope consists of several subsystems, which are spatially separated, one

requires a local network. "Development of a Microcontroller based Local Network for

a Radio Telescope Health Monitoring system" is the problem taken up for the study in

this project.

1.3 Objective of the study

The objective of the study is to develop a Microcontroller based Local Network for a

Health Monitoring system for the 12m Radio Telescope being built at RRI. The main

objective is to achieve safe and satisfactory performance of the telescope even under

adverse operating conditions by monitoring the system parameters and taking

appropriate corrective measures.

1.4 Scope of the Study

a) Understanding a radio telescope control system and various sub-systems

involved in it.

b) Identifying the different environmental and safety interlock parameters.

c) Understanding the microcontroller architecture and programming concepts.

d) Understanding the hardware interface between PC and a microcontroller.

e) Framing the communication protocol between the PC and the microcontroller

2
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f) Understanding different network topologies.

g) Understanding RS232, 422 and RS485 serial communication bus.

1.5 Review of literature

This project involves different aspects like hardware, software, firmware (the hexcode

generated and then loaded to the microcontroller), etc. To realize a project of this

type, literatures related to the Microcontrollers, Electronic circuits, Printed Circuit

Boards (PCBs), Serial Ports, RS-232, RS-422, Linux serial programming and

Assembly language programming for the microcontrollers were studied. Some of

them are listed below:

[1]. Kenneth J. Ayala, The 8051 Microcontroller Architecture, Programming

and Applications, Penram International Publishing (India) Ltd, 1996.

One of the classic book we referred for understanding about the microcontrollers is

This helps in the electronic design and assembly programming of the small special

purpose digital controllers and systems.

[2]. ADuC832 Microcontroller manual from Analog Devices Inc.

This is the sole manual, which gave an in-depth description of the ADuC832

architecture, instruction set, and timing diagrams. This is very much essential for

writing the software as well as for designing the hardware related to the chip.

[3]. Fredrick M.Cady, Microcontrollers and Microcomputers, Oxford University

Press, 1997

This book gives the knowledge on principles of software and hardware engineering,

which involves introduction to computer architecture, assembly language

programming, serial input & output system, ADC and DAC. It also talks about

RS232, RS422 and RS485 bus.

3
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[4]. Jan Axelson, The Microcontroller Idea Book Circuits, Programs, &

Applications Penram International Publishing (India) Ltd, 1977

This book is a hands-on guide to designing, building and testing microcontroller

based devices. Even though this book talks more about 8052-basic microcontroller,

the general hardware concepts to design any microcontroller based circuits are very

well explained and it is a kind of guide to any beginner and also to the one who has

hands-on experience.

[5}. Jan Axelson, Serial Port Complete, Programming and Circuits for RS-232

and RS-485 links and networks, Penram International Publishing (India) Ltd.

This is a guide to designing, programming, installing and troubleshooting computer

links, including networks of multiple computers. Most of the links described used

one of two serial interfaces popularly known as RS-232 and RS-485.

Web sites referred

http://www.bb-elec.com/

http://www.maxim-ic.com!

http://www.1ammertbies.nl/comm/index.html

1.6 Methodology

A 12m radio telescope is being built at RRI. Control system for the same is under

development. For the safe and satisfactory performance of the telescope it is

mandatory to have a health monitoring system and a local network for

communication, which monitors and informs the control system about various critical

parameters.

In the 12m telescope, the control system related tasks are carried out by a PC (called

the control PC). The control PC runs many control system processes with priorities

assigned and cannot be tied up for continuous health monitoring processes. Hence it is

desirable to have hardware with built-in intelligence, which measures several control

parameters and environmental parameters and transfer the data to the PC over a local

network. Microcontrollers have become the de facto standard in industry for these

4
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kinds of applications and they are very robust and economical. Hence, it has been

decided to build a microcontroller based intelligent hardware which can take care of

the monitoring process independent of the Pc. The microcontroller from Analog

devices ADuC832 has been chosen for this purpose, since it combines the power of a

8052 microcontroller core with data acquisition capabilities. The ADuC832 is a

complete smart transducer front end, integrating a high performance self-calibrating

multichannel l2-bit ADC, dual l2-bit DACs, and programmable 8-bit MCV on a

single chip.

The local network system is developed based on RS422/485 multidrop bus topology

which links the different sensor points (hitherto called slave systems) to the control

PC (hitherto called the Master controller). RS422/485 network has been chosen for

this purpose since it has been proven in industry for it's noise immunity and long

distance communication capability. The locations of the sensors and the approximate

distances are mentioned in chapter 3. The data acquisition need not be of high speed

since the variations in the parameters are slow speed.

1.7 Limitations

The 12m radio telescope is still under construction. The mount or supporting structure

for the dish is still under fabrication. Hence the various sensors and interlocking

systems are not procured. The testing of the system has been carried out using

simulated sensor inputs with assumed standard input ranges.

System parameters should also include several receiver system parameters such as

L.O. frequency, L.O. lock indicator, RF output level, etc., However the present

project discusses only the needs of control system parameters. The communication

protocol designed allows a maximum of 25 slave systems to be connected. This can

easily cater to the maximum requirement of any radio telescope monitoring system.

However the testing of the protocol has been carried out using two slave systems

only.

5
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Even though the RS422/485 network can cater to a maximum cable length of

3000feet, the testing of the network has been carried out with a cable length of 12m.

1.8 Report Organisation

The whole project report is organised into the following six chapters:

Chapter 1 - Preamble describes general introduction of the project, the literatures

reviewed during the project, the methodology used.

Chapter 2 - System Design Analysis describes the control system of a radio telescope,

why health monitoring system is required? The requirement of the local network and

the communication protocols for health monitoring system are discussed.

Chapter 3 - Hardware requirement specifications describes the overall hardware built

for the project and methodology used to approach the local network.

Chapter 4 - Hardware design and implementation describes the hardware, software

and firmware for implementing the local network and the custom built protocol for

radio telescope monitoring.

Chapter 5 - System configuration and testing describes about how the overall

hardware is interconnected and the software part is i~plemented to build the protocol.

Chapter 6 - Conclusion and scope for future work describes the summary of work

done, challenges encountered, limitations and future plans.

6
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2. System Design Analysis

2.1 Control system for a radio telescope

One of the major requirements of any radio telescope system is to be able to point the

telescope accurately to the required source of interest and continuously track it. A

radio telescope control system, as the name suggests controls the motion of the

antenna so as to achieve tracking of a celestial source of interest.

2.1.1 A Radio telescope control system

POdlion

cOllQ'oUer

. nll!l!llliarlc

Fig.] A Radio telescope control system

A Radio Telescope control system consists of

1. Position encoders which gives information regarding the present position of the

telescope,

2. A PC which calculates the expected position of the telescope at each instant, a

controller which compares it with the feedback received from the position

7
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encoders and issues a velocity command to the motor drives depending on the error in
position.

3. Motor drives which rotate the motors at the commanded speed issued by the

position controller independent of the load and

4. Motors, which steers the telescope to the expected position in the sky.

The above components are integrated into three basic control system loops- I.The

position loop, 2.The velocity loop and 3. The current loop.

At any instant, the aim is to position the telescope continuously so that it tracks some

particular source in the sky with the required accuracy. For continuous position

correction, the speed required to reach the source position at the correct instant of

time need to be calculated and the telescope has to be moved at that speed. Now, if we

want to move the telescope continuously at the required speed, the motor has to

develop the required torque at any instant. Since torque produced by the motor is

proportional to the current flowing through the motor, we need to continuously

correct the current at any instant.

2.1.2 The 12m Radio telescope control system

The 12m radio telescope control system consists of two redundant control paths - one

using a hardware controller called Programmable Multi Axis Controller (PMAC) and

the other using a Linux based PC.

The purpose of Linux based control system being built in-house is to provide

redundancy in the control system and to provide an inexpensive substitute for

commercially available hardware controllers. Being built in-house this also provides

flexibility in implementation of different control system methodologies and

architectures.

The present project aims to design and develop a local network for monitoring several

control system parameters and also many environmental parameters.

8
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2.2 The Health monitoring system

One of the main requirements of any Radio Telescope system is a health monitoring

system, which serves as a diagnostic tool for detecting and identifying system faults.

The monitoring system measures and records several system parameters and informs

the control system if any of it exceeds the preset permissible range. The control

system utilizes the monitored data and takes appropriate action so as to ensure a safe

and healthy functioning of the telescope. Fig.2: shows the overall block diagram of

the control system.

2.2.1 Monitoring System parameters

The satisfactory performance of a radio telescope necessitates several parameters to

be monitored continuously. These parameters can be broadly classified into two main

categories. 1. Environmental parameters 2. Control system parameters.

Environmental parameters:

Drastic variation in environmental conditions over and above the predefined design

limits can seriously degrade the performance of a telescope and can even challenge its

safety.

The mechanical structure design of any radio telescope assumes a maximum limit to

the wind drag forces, which it can sustain. Generally the radio telescopes are designed

for observations up to a maximum wind speed called the operational wind speed, to

be capable of moving and getting parked up to a maximum wind speed called the

maneuverable wind speed and lastly to sustain the loads due to a maximum wind

speed called the survival wind speed. Hence monitoring the parameters such as wind

speed and direction are of prime importance in any radio telescope.

Another environmental factor that requires monitoring in any radio telescope is the

ambient temperature.

9
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Fig.2: Block diagram of the 12m Radio Telescope control system
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Control system parameters:

The control system consists of several electrical components like motors, encoders

drives, whose operation needs to be continuously monitored by measuring motor

currents, temperature of the regenerative resistors connected to the drives, display of

the encoder readings at the remote locations. Apart from this, the control system will

also incorporate several safety interlocks like limit switches, cable wrap monitors,

UPS monitors, single phasing detectors that needs continuous monitoring.

2.3 Need for Local Network

WmdSpced
Wmd IJirectDn

Ambient Temp ..

Environmental
Parameter Sensors

Fig.3: An overview of local networkfor health monitoring system

In the health monitoring system under consideration, the different parameters to be

monitored are measured using sensors located as shown in the figure 3. Since the

radio telescope system is a distributed system, these monitoring points are distributed

over a wide area around the telescope. The approximate distances from the PC to the

monitoring points are given the chapter-3, table-I. In order to process the data

11
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acquired from these monitoring points, it is necessary to transfer it to a centralized

unit. Hence the need for a reliable local network arises. Fig.3 shows an overview of

local network for health monitoring system

2.4 Network Topologies

Network topologies describe the ways in which computers and peripherals (nodes) are

connected together in a network. There are basically 4 ways in which a network can

be organized. These are bus, star and ring topologies.

Bus Network

Terminator
1

Fig. 4: Bus network topology

In the Bus Network, messages are sent in both directions from a single point and are

read by the node (computer or peripheral on the network) identified by the code with

the message. Most Local Area Networks (LANs) are Bus Networks because the

network will continue to function even if one computer/peripheral is down. The

purpose of the terminators at either end of the network is to stop the signal being

reflected back.

12
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Star Network

PC /~
Fig.5: Star Network

In a Star Network, all the nodes (pes, printers and other shared peripherals) are

connected to a central server. The advantage of Star Networks is that one node that is

not working properly will not affect the rest of the network. It is very easy to add and

remove nodes. It can be more expensive because it uses more cabling than other

topologies. If the central server goes down, then no one can use the network.

Ring Network

~ ~d~es

/ Ipc~
§:( Pri_

( ~-
PC I

~ A
~~ ~ .

Signals tnlvel in twth directions in newer ring
networks

Fig. 6: Ring network

All the nodes in a Ring Network are connected in a closed circle of cable. Messages

that are transmitted travel around the ring until they reach the computer that they are

13
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addressed to, the signal being refreshed by each node. There mayor may not be a

fileserver. The advantage of ring networks is that they can be larger than bus or star

because each node regenerates the signal. A disadvantage is that the network goes

down if one node is inoperable. Data clashes can also occur if two machines send

messages at the same time. Tokens or electronic signals that travel around the ring

were invented to solve this problem. In a Token Ring Network, a computer can only

send a message when the token is with it at the time.

2.5 Communication Channels

A communication channel is a pathway over which information can be conveyed. It

can be a physical wire that directly connects communicating devices or it can be other

radiated energy sources that has no obvious physical presence like radio waves, laser

light, Infrared etc. Information sent through a communication channel has a source

from which the information originates, and a destination to which the information is

delivered. Although information originates from a single source, there may be more

than one destination, depending upon how many receive stations are linked to the

channel and how much energy the transmitted signal possesses.

In a digital communication channel, the information is represented by individual data

bits, which may be encapsulated into multibit message units. A byte, which consists

of eight bits, is an example of a message unit that may be conveyed through a digital

communications channel. A collection of bytes may itself be grouped into a frame or

other higher-level message unit. Such multiple levels of encapsulation facilitate the

handling of messages in a complex data communications network.

Any communications channel has a direction associated with it.

14
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ChalTlel Types

Trmsmitter ~ Receiver

Simpie: Olmn eI

/-----------------------,
Trmsmitter ~ ~ Receiver

Receiver ...J .411 ~ '-- Trmsmitter
H<'llf-Duple: Olmn eI

Tr<'lnsmitter ~ Rec:eiver

Receiver ••• Trmsmitter

Full-D uple: Olmn eI

Fig. 7: Communication channel types

The message source is the transmitter, and the destination is the receiver. A channel

whose direction of transmission is unchanging is referred to as a simplex channel. For

example, a radio station is a simplex channel because it always transmits the signal to

its listeners and never allows them to transmit back.

A half-duplex channel is a single physical channel in which the direction may be

reversed. Messages may flow in two directions, but never at the same time, in a half

duplex system. In a telephone call, one party speaks while the other listens. After a

pause, the other party speaks and the first party listens. Speaking simultaneously

results in garbled sound that cannot be understood.

A full-duplex channel allows simultaneous message exchange in both directions. It

really consists of two simplex channels, a forward channel and a reverse channel,

linking the same points. The transmission rate of the reverse channel may be slower if

it is used only for flow control of the forward channel.

2.6 Protocols for data communication

Data Communication protocols define the manner in which peer processes

communicate between computer and the hardware devices. The protocols give the

rules for such things as the passing of messages, the exact formats of the messages

and how to handle error conditions.

15
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If two computers are communicating and they both follow the protocol(s) properly,

the exchange is successful, regardless of what types of machines they are and what

operating systems are running on the machines. As long as the machines have

software that can manage the protocol, communication is possible. Essentially,

therefore, a computer protocol is a set of rules that coordinates the exchange of

information.

Data Communication, like any data transfer, requires coordination between the sender

and receiver. For example, when to start the transmission and when to end it, when

one particular bit or byte ends and another begins, when the receiver's capacity has

been exceeded, and so on. Basically there are two communication methods (1) Serial

communication (2) Parallel communication.

2.6.1 Serial communication

Serial is a very common protocol for device communication that is standard on almost

every Pc. It is not to be confused with Universal Serial Bus (USB). Most computers

include two RS-232 based serial ports. Serial is also a common communication

protocol that is used by many devices for instrumentation; numerous GPIB

compatible devices also come with an RS-232 port. Furthermore, serial

communication can be used for data acquisition in conjunction with a remote

sampling device.

The serial port sends and receives bytes of information one bit at a time. Although this

is slower than parallel communication, which allows the transmission of an entire

byte at once, it is simpler and can be used over longer distances. For example, the

IEEE 488 specifications for parallel communication state that the cabling between

equipment can be no more than 20 meters total, with no more than 2 meters between

any two devices; serial, however, can extend as much as 1200 meters.

Typically, serial is used to transmit ASCII data. Communication is completed using 3

transmission lines: (1) Ground, (2) Transmit, and (3) Receive. Since serial is
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asynchronous, the port is able to transmit data on one line while receiving data on

another. Other lines are available for handshaking, but are not required. The important

serial characteristics are baud rate, data bits, stop bits, and parity. For two ports to

communicate, these parameters must match:

Baud rate: a speed measurement for communication. It indicates the number of bit

transfers per second. For example, 300 baud is 300 bits per second. When we refer to

a clock cycle we mean the baud rate. For example, if the protocol calls for a 4800

baud rate, then the clock is running at 4800Hz. This means that the serial port is

sampling the data line at 4800Hz. Common baud rates for telephone lines are 14400,

28800, and 33600. Baud rates greater than these are possible, but these rates reduce

the distance by which devices can be separated. These high baud rates are used for

device communication where the devices are located together, as is typically the case

with GPIB devices.

Data bits: a measurement of the actual data bits in a transmission. When the computer

sends a packet of information, the amount of actual data may not be full 8 bits.

Standard values for the data packets are 5, 7, and 8 bits. Which setting you choose

depends on what information you are transferring. For example, standard ASCII has

values from 0 to 127 (7 bits). Extended ASCII uses 0 to 255 (8 bits). If the data being

transferred is simple text (standard ASCII), then sending 7 bits of data per packet is

sufficient for communication. A packet refers to a single byte transfer, including

start/stop bits, data bits, and parity. Since the number of actual bits depend on the

protocol selected, the term packet is used to cover all instances.

Stop bits: used to signal the end of communication for a single packet. Typical values

are 1, 1.5, and 2 bits. Since the data is clocked across the lines and each device has its

own clock, it is possible for the two devices to become slightly out of sync. Therefore,

the stop bits not only indicate the end of transmission but also give the computers

some room for error in the clock speeds. The more bits that are used for stop bits, the

greater the lenience in synchronizing the different clocks, but the slower the data

transmission rate.

Parity: a simple form of error checking that is used in serial communication. There are

four types of parity: even, odd, marked, and spaced. The option of using no parity is
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also available. For even and odd parity, the serial port sets the parity bit (the last bit

after the data bits) to a value to ensure that the transmission has an even or odd

number of logic high bits. For example, if the data is 011, then for even parity, the

parity bit is 0 to keep the number of logic-high bits even. If the parity is odd, then the

parity bit is 1, resulting in 3 logic-high bits. Marked and spaced parity does not

actually check the data bits, but simply sets the parity bit high for marked parity or

low for spaced parity. This allows the receiving device to know the state of a bit to

enable the device to determine if noise is corrupting the data or if the transmitting and

receiving device clocks are out of sync.

The advantages of using serial communication when compared with parallel

communication for the local network of HMS are as follows.

The serial port cable can be longer than a parallel port cable. The serial port transmits

'I' as voltage from -5 to -I2V and '0' as voltage from +5 to +12 V, while parallel port

transmits 'I' as voltage of 5 volts and '0' as voltage of 0 volts. At the same time the

receiver of the serial port receives 'I' as voltage from -3 to -25 V and '0' as voltage

from +3 to +25 V. Thus serial port can have maximal swing up to 50 volts, while

parallel port has maximal swing of 5 volts. Thus the losses in the cable when

transmitting data using serial port are less substantial than losses when transmitting

data using parallel port.

The number of wires needed when transmitting data serially is less than when the

transmission is parallel. If the external device has to be installed at a great distance

from the computer, the cable with three wires is much cheaper than the cable with 19

or 25 wires if the transmission is parallel. Still there are interface creation expenses

for every receiver/transmitter.

Another proof of serial port universality is microcontrollers. Many of them have

inbuilt SCI (Serial Communications Interfaces), used for communication with other

devices. In this case serial interface reduces the number of outputs on the chip.

Usually only 2 outputs are used: Transmit Data (TXD) and Receive Data (RXD).
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Serial Communication protocols

Most digital messages are vastly longer than just a few bits. Because it is neither

practical nor economic to transfer all bits of a long message simultaneously, the

message is broken into smaller parts and transmitted sequentially. Bit-serial

transmission conveys a message one bit at a time through a channel. Each bit

represents a part of the message. The individual bits are then reassembled at the

destination to compose the message. In general, one channel will pass only one bit at

a time. Thus, bit-serial transmission is necessary in data communications if only a

single channel is available. Bit-serial transmission is normally just called serial

transmission and is the chosen communications method in many computer

peripherals.

Byte-serial transmission conveys eight bits at a time through eight parallel channels.

Although the raw transfer rate is eight times faster than in bit-serial transmission,

eight channels are needed, and the cost may be as much as eight times higher to

transmit the message. When distances are short, it may nonetheless be both feasible

and economic to use parallel channels in return for high data rates.

2.6.2 Asynchronous Communications

For the computer to understand the serial data coming into it, it needs some way to

determine where one character ends and the next begins. In this we deal exclusively

with asynchronous serial data. In asynchronous mode the serial data line stays in the

mark (1) state until a character is transmitted. A start bit preceeds each character and

is followed immediately by each bit in the character, an optional parity bit, and one or

more stop bits. The start bit is always a space (0) and tells the computer that new

serial data is available. Data can be sent or received at any time, thus the name

asynchronous.
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Fig. 8: Asynchronous Data Transmission

2.6.3 Synchronous Communications

Unlike asynchronous data, synchronous data appears as a constant stream of bits. To

read the data on the line, the computer must provide or receive a common bit clock so

that both the sender and receiver are synchronized. Each protocol defines certain bit

sequences to represent the beginning and end of a data packet. Each also defines a bit

sequence that is used when there is no data. These bit sequences allow the computer

see the beginning of a data packet.

Because synchronous protocols do not use per-character synchronization bits they

typically provide at least a 25% improvement in performance over asynchronous

communications and are suitable for remote networking and configurations with more

than two serial interfaces.
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3. Hardware Requirement Specifications

Hardware requirement specifications for health monitoring involves development of a

local network with associated bus topology, bus converters, slave systems, which act

as intelligent nodes and interface electronics to sensors. Table I gives the list of

sensors required for HMS.

Sl. Approximate
Parameter to be monitored

No of units
No.

Distance*

1

Wind speed 50m2

2

Wind direction 50m1

3

Limit switches (Elevation) 45m4

4

Limit switches (Azimuth) 15m4

5

Cable wrap monitor 15m1

6

Temperature of regenerative resistors 5m4

7

Ambient temperature 5m1

8

UPS 5m4

9

Single phase detector 5m1

10

Motor currents 3-phase 3m3x4

11

Brake current 3mlx4

Table I: Sensors requiredfor HMS

*The proposed telescope will be located at a distance of 10m from the control room in

which the control PC will be located. The approximate distance of the monitoring

points referred in Table 1 is from the control PC (refer Figure 3).

SI no's 1-3 are located on/near the telescope dish.

Sl no's 4, 5 are located inside the telescope conical structure.

SI no's 6-11 are located near/inside the control room.
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3.1 Specifications for local network

The local network requires communication interfaces to different sensors. The

specifications for building the local network interface are to meet characteristics like

Long distance communication (a maximum length of 60 meters measured from the

control PC to the last monitoring point with reference to the Table 1).

Multidrop facility (a minimum of 9 slaves are required to monitor the different

parameters as mentioned in the Table 1. Even though the number of parameters

shown in the table is more than 9, the slave system can accept multiple sensors

connected to its port. [Refer "Microcontroller features" in Chapter 4 of this report]).

Noise immunity

Serial Communication (the serial port of the control PC has been chosen to build the

local network for HMS. Different communication protocols like ETHERNET, CAN

bus are available which require a hardware controller and a device driver. This will

increase the hardware complexity).

To establish reliable data communication with far away sub systems, signals need to

be transmitted and received without loss of information. Hence the signals need to be

transmitted over balanced differential line using twisted pair cable, which is immune

to cross talk and noise. The required hardware with sufficient intelligence has to be

designed to interface different sensors. The hardware units will read the parameters

and transfer the data to a centralized unit.

3.2 Local Network Layers

The network layers used in this project can be broadly classified into four layers.

They are:

1. Physical layer.

2. Data link layer.

3. Transport layer.

4. Application layer.
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1. Physical layer - This layer specifies electrical and mechanical details of the

communication like signal type, the levels, the wire types and the connectors used.

Since our requirement is for long distance noise immune data communication, RS485

standard has been selected. Further discussion discusses about RS485 data

transmission.

EIA Standard RS-485 Data Transmission

RS-422/RS-485 involves sending an inverted or out of phase copy of the signal

simultaneously on a second wire. This is called a balanced transmission. Any outside

electrical noise adds coherently to both signal copies. The receiver electrically

subtracts the two signals to reproduce the original signal. The advantage in the

subtraction is that only the intended signal gets reproduced since they are out-of

phase. The in-phase noise on the two wires is also subtracted from each other to

produce a net zero noise component in the reproduced signal. This noise immunity

allows the RS-422/RS-485 interface to transmit digital signals at faster rates over

longer distances than the RS-232/ SDI-12 interface. The RS-232/SDI-12 interface

does not use balanced transmission and is therefore susceptible to noise interference,

which considerably limits the transmission distance and speed.

The RS-485 Standard permits a balanced transmission line to be shared in a party line

or multidrop mode. As many as 32 driver/receiver pairs can share a multidrop

network. This limitation arises from the maximum output current the drivers can

source taking into consideration the input impedances of the slave inputs and the

termination resistors used. The number of multidrops can be increased to 128 by

making use of higher-end chips whose input impedances are increased by a factor of

4. The range of the common mode voltage that the driver and receiver can tolerate is

+12 to -7 volts. Since the driver can be disconnected or tristated from the line, it must

withstand this common mode voltage range while in tristate condition. Some RS-422

drivers, even with tristate capability, will not withstand the full voltage range of -7 to

+12 volts.

Fig.9 shows a typical two-wire multidrop network. It should be noted that the

transmission line is terminated on both ends of the line but not at drop points in the
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middle of the line. Termination should only be used with high data rates and where

ever a long wire runs. The signal ground line is also recommended in an RS-485

system to keep the common mode voltage that the receiver must accept within the -7

to +12 volt range.

An RS-485 network can also be connected in a four-wire mode as shown in Fig.1O.

Note that four data wires and an additional signal ground wire is used in a "four-wire"

connection. In a four-wire network it is necessary that one node be a master node and

all others be slaves. The network is connected so that the master node communicates

to all slave nodes. All slave nodes communicate only with the master node. Since the

slave nodes never listen to another slave response to the master, a slave node cannot

reply incorrectly to another slave node. A typical RS485 4-wire multidrop network

has been chosen for building the local network for HMS.

2. Data Link Layer - This layer defines the formats of messages, how data is to be

addressed, and error detection/correction techniques. In HMS local network, byte

based format is used to communicate between the master and the slave. There are

future plans to extend the byte-based protocol into frame-based protocol with the error

detection / correction using parity check. This is to increase the reliability and

robustness of the local network. The master will send address, command and the

arguments associated with the commands sequentially to the network.

3. Transport Layer - The transport layer defines how complete data files are to be

handled over a network.

4. Application Layer - This layer defines the end-user standards for generating

and/or interpreting communicated data in its final form. In other words, the actual

computer programs using the communicated data.

The complete file handling and Graphic User Interface (GUI) corresponds to the

transport layer and the application layer is under development. The proposed

application layer implementation involves writing the master controller code in C

language under LINUX platform. This project aims for a prototype development of

building local network for HMS. The data collected from the monitoring points are

not stored as files for analyses.
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3.3 Bus Topology

After the analysis of different network topologies, a bus topology is considered to be

the most efficient and suitable for the HMS local network.

A bus network uses a multi-drop transmission medium. All nodes on the network

share a common bus and thus share communication. This allows only one device to

transmit at a time. A distributed access protocol determines which station is to

transmit. The bus topology is passive. In other words, the nodes on the bus simply

'listen' for a signal; they are not responsible for moving the signal along. In the bus

topology, failure of one of the station does not affect others. It is also a good

compromise over the other two topologies (discussed earlier) as it allows relatively

high rate of data transmission and easy to implement and extend.

Another significant aspect in considering bus topology is the fact that the radio

telescope system is a distributed system spread over a wide area. The number of

interconnecting cables, which already exist in the system, tends out to be quite large.

This become very critical when the cables need to be drawn trough regions like cable

wraps.

Fig.II depicts the bus topology arrangemen~ for the local network. As discussed

earlier RS232 cannot be used to build long distance, multidrop bus network. Since the

PC interface is always RS232, a need arises to convert the transmission line into

RS485 level. Hence the converter hardware (RS232 - RS485 converter board) is

designed.

A hardware which has the facility of programming and the communication with the

PC is required for building the slave. Hence a microcontroller based intelligent slave

is designed and developed for the local network. The slave system collects the data

from the sensors and transmits it over the bus. The microcontroller in the slave system

should be able to perform ADC (Analog to digital conversion) and even some

purposes DAC (digital to Analog conversion). Since the data output from sensors

could be in different formats and levels, interface electronics is required in between

the sensor and the slave node in most cases.
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Fig.]] :Bus topology arrangement for the local network
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4. Hardware Design and Implementation

4.1 Introduction

The hardware that needs to be designed for the local network involves several

subsystems like bus level converters, microcontroller based slave systems to act as

intelligent nodes and interface electronics for connection to a variety of sensors with

different output levels. In this chapter we describe the design of these hardware

components.

Knowing the structure of a character frame and the meaning of baud rate, as it applies

to RS-232, the maximum transmission rate in characters per second, for a given

communication setting can be calculated. This rate is just the baud rate divided by the

bits per frame. In this case, since we are working on byte-based protocol, the

transmission takes place at 9600 baud, hence the character per second will be

9600/8 = 1200. The 9600 baud is fixed as the crystal oscillator and timer chosen in

the microcontroller.

4.2 RS232 - RS485 Converters

The communication at the master end, which is a PC, and at the slave end, which is

basically a microcontroller, is through the standard RS232 serial port (DART). Due to

the requirement of long distance noise immune communication, we are going for a

RS 485 based local network for connecting the master with the slaves. Hence, a

converter board, which translates the unbalanced single ended RS232 bus to a

balanced differential RS485 bus, is designed. For the purpose of connecting the

different slave nodes to the bus, appropriate T-taps has also been designed.

The converter card block diagram is shown in the figure 12. It contains a RS232 level

converter followed by a RS485 transceiver. As the name suggests this is a bi

directional converter card. The facility is made to interface this card to the standard

computer serial port (9 pin D male) directly. For debugging purposes, provision to

loop back the RS232 side (checking internally the RS232 level converter) and the
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RS485 side (checking internally the RS485 transceiver) has been included. In the

present network hardware there is a master controller followed by multiple slave

controllers on the same bus. When the master controller transmits to the slaves, there

is no problem of bus contention or continuous short. But when the slave systems

desire to transit there is a need to prevent bus contention between multiple slave

outputs. A driver enable signal is brought out from corresponding slave

microcontroller card to the converter board, which can be used to disable the

transceivers driver line. Whenever the slave wants to communicate with the master it

enables the driver line, transmits the bit pattern and immediately disables it. There are

jumper settings in the transceiver card which facilitate to receive the driver enable

signal from the slave or to continuously enable the driver / receiver if required. If this

is not taken care, then the bus contention and the clash will occur which may damage

the hardware and the reliable data communication is not possible.

MAX232

A simple way to translate from TTL levels to RS232 levels is to use one of the many

chips designed for this purpose. Maxim Semiconductor was the first to offer RS-232

interface chips that require only a +5V power supply.

The MAX232 includes two drivers that convert TTL inputs to RS232 outputs and two

receivers that accept RS232 inputs and translate them to TTL compatible outputs.

The drivers and receivers also invert the signals. The chip contains two charge pump

voltage converters that act as tiny unregulated power supplies that enable loaded

RS232 outputs of +/- 7V or better. Four external capacitors store energy for the

supplies. The recommended value for the capacitors is 1uf for MAX232C

(Appendix 1).

The SP491 is a low power differential line driver/receiver meeting RS-485 and

RS-422 standards with a maximum data rate of 5Mbps. It addition it also has driver

and receiver tri-state enable lines.
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The transmitter and receiver lines are always enabled for the first transceiver card,

which interfaces to the PC side. The driver enable lines for the successive transceiver

cards which are used to connect the slave systems will be controlled by the respective

slaves.

9 Pin D

Type
Connector,

female

From PC

MAX 232
RS 232 level

converter

SP491
RS232 to

RS485
converter

I
loop back switch D_EN

9 Pin D

Type
Connector,

4 I male

To network

Fig. 12: Block diagram of RS232 to RS485 converter card

4.3 Design of Slave micro controller board

4.3.1 Choice of micro controller.

As the complexity of the discrete digital logic and the FPGAs are more in designing

and developing this kind of instrument. Also the FPGAs don't have the ADC's built

in. To ease the design and development complexity, the micrcontroller selection was

made.

The health monitoring system involves acquisition of data from several sensors that

give output as analog voltages. Hence it is desirable to choose a microcontroller with

inbuilt ADC facility that can directly interface to the sensors. The ADuC832, which

has been chosen for the system incorporates a 12 bit 8channel, multiplexed ADC.

Apart from this, the microcontroller uses a standard 8051 core, which has been the

defacto industry standard for the last few decades.

4.3.2 Microcontroller features

The ADuC832 is a complete smart transducer front end, integrating a high

performance self-calibrating multichannel 12-bit ADC, dual 12-bit DACs, and
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programmable 8-bit MCU on a single chip. The device operates from a 32 kHz crystal

with an on-chip PLL generating a high frequency clock of 16.77 MHz. This clock is,

in turn, routed through a programmable clock divider from which the MCU core clock

operating frequency is generated. The microcontroller core is an 8052 and therefore

8051 instruction set compatible with 12 core clock periods per machine cycle. 62

kBytes of nonvolatile Flash/EE Program memory are provided on-chip. 4 kBytes of

nonvolatile Flash/EE data memory, 256 bytes RAM, and 2 kBytes of extended RAM

are also integrated on-chip. The ADuC832 also incorporates additional analog

functionality with two 12-bit DACs, power supply monitor, and a band gap reference.

On-chip digital peripherals include two 16-bit-DACs, dual output 16-bit PWM,

watchdog timer, time interval counter, three timers/counters, Timer 3 for baud rate

generation, and serial I/O ports (SPI, 12C, and UART) On-chip factory firmware

supports in-circuit serial download and debug modes (via UART) as well as single

pin emulation mode via the EA pin. Figure 13 shows the internal block diagram of

AduC832 chip.

Applications

Optical Networking-Laser Power Control

Base Station Systems

Precision Instrumentation, Smart Sensors

Transient Capture Systems

DAS and Communications Systems
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General Overview

The ADC conversion block incorporates a fast, 8-channel, 12-bit, single supply AID

converter. This block provides the user with multi-channel mux, tracklhold, on-chip

reference, calibration features and AID converter. All components in this block are

easily configured via a 3-register SFR interface. The AID converter consists of a

conventional successive approximation converter based around a capacitor DAC. The

converter accepts an analog input range of 0 to +VREF. A high precision, low drift

and factory calibrated 2.5 V reference is provided on-chip. The internal reference may

be overdriven via the external VREF pin. This external reference can be in the range

2.3 V to AVDD. Single step or continuous conversion modes can be initiated in

software or alternatively by applying a convert signal to the an external pin. Timer 2

can also be configured to generate a repetitive trigger for ADC conversions. The ADC

may be configured to operate in a DMA Mode whereby the ADC block continuously

converts and captures samples to an external RAM space without any interaction from

the MCV core. This automatic capture facility can extend through a 16 MByte

external Data Memory space.

The ADuC812 is shipped with factory programmed calibration coefficients, which are

automatically downloaded to the ADC on power-up ensuring optimum ADC

performance. The ADC core contains internal Offset and Gain calibration registers. A

software calibration routine is provided to allow the user to overwrite the factory

programmed calibration coefficients if required, thus minimizing the impact of

endpoint errors in the user's target system.

A voltage output from an On-Chip band-gap reference proportional to absolute

temperature can also be routed through the front end ADC multiplexer (effectively a

9th ADC channel input) facilitating a temperature sensor implementation.
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ADC Transfer Function

The analog input range for the ADC is 0 V to VREF. For this range, the designed

code transitions occur midway between successive integer LSB values (i.e., 1/2 LSB,

3/2 LSBs, 5/2 LSBs ... FS -3/2 LSBs). The output coding is straight binary with 1

LSB = FS/4096 or 2.5 V/4096 = 0.61 mV when VREF = 2.5 V. The ideal input/output

transfer characteristic for the 0 to VREF range is shown in Figure 14.

••

+FS
-1LSB

.~

1LSB •• FS
4096

VOLTAGE INPUT

000 011

000 010

000 001

000 000 .
OV 1LSB

OUTPUT
CODE

111...111

111 110

111 101

111 100

Fig. 14: ADC Transfer Function

TyPical Operation

Once configured via the ADCCON 1-3 SFRs (shown on the following page) the

ADC will convert the analog input and provide an ADC 12-bit result word in the

ADCDATAH/L SFRs. The top 4 bits of the ADCDATAH SFR will be written with

the channel selection bits to identify the channel result. The format of the ADC 12-bit

result word is shown in the following Figure.
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ADCDATAH SFR

HIGH 4 BITS OF
ADC RESULT WORD

ADCDA T AL SFR

4.3.3 Board Design

The slave system is built using an embedded system, which involves a powerful

microcontroller, which will trim down the burden on the PC by collecting data from

the sensors independently, and passing it on when requested. Otherwise PC

performing all the monitoring jobs will adversely affect the other important and high

priority real time tasks in the control system. The microcontroller ADuC832 from

Analog devices is used for this purpose. A patch board has been developed for the

monitoring system, which contains a RS232 level converter and a Microcontroller.
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rSlave_SysteIJ?-s

Fig.I5: Block diagram of patch board for slave system

This board can be directly plugged into any standard PC serial port for in-circuit

programming of the chip as well as to the custom made monitoring motherboard (not

PC mother board) for continuous data acquisition. The idea behind this development

is to prevent disturbing the hardware setup of the sensors situated at different

locations, during program updation. Hence assembly code can be downloaded into

this, just by de-latching the patch board and plugged in to the PC serial port directly to

down load the HEX code of the assembly program. This facility will not disturb

hardware setup of the sensor and motherboard. Figure 15 shows the block diagram of

patch board used in the slave system.
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4.4 Protocol Implementation

4.4.1 Introduction

Any two systems connected in a network need an efficient protocol to communicate

each other. If the protocol is not proper then the communication between the two

devices may not be proper and leads to malfunctioning. In the monitoring system as

discussed earlier, the slave systems are on a network, controlled by the master PC

called Control Pc.

4.4.2 HMS Protocol

As there is no standard protocol available to meet the local network for the HMS, a

custom built protocol named as HMS protocol has been designed. The HMS protocol

is byte-based protocol without the parity check. This protocol allows a maximum of

25 (32) slave systems. This can easily cater to requirements for most of the radio

telescope monitoring systems.

The address of each slave is already saved in its non-volatile memory. Whenever the

control PC has to acquire data from a particular sensor connected to a slave system, it

will send the address of that slave system. The slave system will identify its address

and will send back an acknowledgement. The remaining slave systems will not

respond, since the address sent and the address stored does not match. Once the

acknowledgement from the slave system is received, the control PC will send a

command followed by the argument(s). The slave system receives the command and

takes required action.

In order to identify whether the bit patterns sent by the PC is an address or a

command or an argument from the PC or the data sent back by the microcontroller to

PC, a prefix system is used along with the sent bit pattern. Any data sent either by the

PC or by the uC will be an 8-bit pattern with the three LSB bits representing the

prefix. The prefixes used for the different bit pattern sent into the network are shown

in the Table 2.
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Sl. No. Bit PatternDecoded as

1

XXXXXOOOSlave Address

2

XXXXXOOICommand to Slave

3

XXXXXOIOArgument not last

4

XXXXXOllNOT USED - INVALID

5

XXXXX 100RESERVED

6

XXXXX 101RESERVED

7

XXXXX 110Argument last

8

XXXXX 111NOT USED - INVALID

9

XXXXXXIIData from Slave to PC

Table 2: Prefix used in the protocol design

In the bit pattern shown in the table. 1, X represents the bit value 0 or 1. The

communication between the master and the slave is a byte-based protocol and uses

asynchronous serial communication (UART-RS232). The identification of START

and STOP bit is taken care in the serial communication. Figure 8 shows the

asynchronous data transmission. Hence, a byte is taken into account and the protocol

is designed. The pattern identification is as follows:

The LSB 3 bits containing '000' will be decoded as an address, where rest of the

5 bits gives the slave address. The slave can be addressed for 25 (32) combinations

(00000 000 to 11111 000). LSB '001' is a prefix for a command identification to

slave. The slave after receiving the command will act appropriately. A total of 32

commands can be processed. Any arguments send from the PC to the uC will have a

prefix as '010'.Which denotes there are more arguments to follow. A prefix '110'

identifies the end of argument list. This way multiple arguments can be sent and

processed in the slave system.

The prefix for sending the data from slave to PC will be of LSB two bits ' 11 '. The

prefix in this case is restricted to two bits' 11' due to the following reason.
39
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The ADC output from the uC is of 2 bytes, out of which 12 bits are the ADC value

and the remaining 4 bits represent the channel information. Since the uC sends ADC

data to masters only in response to the master command, which already has the

channel information, it is not required to send the channel information again along

with the ADC bits.

Using a three bit prefix even in this case will require the data to be send as three bytes

which will have a tremendous impact on the data transfer speeds. The prefixes '111'

and '011' are not used and are invalid in HMS protocol since the third LSB of ADC

value can be '0' or '1'. The prefixes '100' and '101' are reserved for future

expanSIOn.

4.4.3 Protocol Implementation

The assembly language programs are written to implement the protocol in the

microcontroller. Appendix 3 shows these programs. The programs are simulated

using the Keil software and the HEX code of the same is programmed in the chip

using Windows Serial Download software. The communication with this protocol is

checked using Windows Hyper Terminal which supports hexadecimal input and

output. Flow chart I shows the proposed protocol implementation in the master PC

which will be implemented using C language under LINUX platform. Flow chart 2

shows the implementation which is executed using assembly language

microcontroller program.
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Master Section

Power on reset &
Initialisation

increment addr
pointer

Send address
of the slave
on network

send command and
argument

no

keep polling the
slave till timeout

wait for data
from slave

get/store data

no

no

error log

keep polling for
data till timeout

Flow Chart 1: Proposed protocol implementation in master PC
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store address

set address flag
send ack to master

store command

set command flag

execute command

with appropriate
argument

Flow Chart 2: Protocol implementation in slave system
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A brief list of address patterns, commands, arguments and some of the functions

developed in software are mentioned below. Refer appendix for the software

programs in assembly.

Slave address bit pattern (for 5 slaves):

Slave Address HEX Code

number 1

0000 1 00008H

2

00010000 10H

3

0001 1 000l8H

4

0010 0 00020H

5

0010 1 00028H

S1.No Command Argument

1

ping_slave

2

read --port_byte<port_no>

3

read --port_bit <port_no> <port_bit>

4

write --port_byte<port_no>

5

write --port_bit<port_no> <port_bit>

6

read adc <channel no.>

7

scan adc <channel no.> <no. of scan>- - -
8

scan slave

9

reset slave <slave no>

10

reset slave all- -

Table 3: List of Commands
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S1.no. Command Bitpattem BHEX

1

ping_slave 00001001 B09H

2

read-port_byte00010001 BllH

3

read-port_bit0001 1 001 B19H

4

write-port_byte00100001 B21H

5

write-port_bit0010 1 001 B29H

6

read adc 0011 0001 B31H

7

scan adc 0011 1 001 B39H

8

scan slave 01000001 B41H

9

reset slave 0100 1 001 B49H

10

reset slave all01010001 B51H- -

Table 4: Command bit pattern

S1.no. Command ArgumentARG. PATTERN

1

ping_slave

2

read-port_byte<port_no><xxxxx110>

3

read-port_bit<port_no><port_bit>< xxxxx 010 >

<xxxxx110>4

write-port_byte<port_no>< xxxxx 110 >

5

write-port_bit<port_no>< xxxxx010 >

<port_bit>

<xxxxx110>

6

read adc <channel no.><xxxxxllO>

7

scan adc <channel no.><xxxxx 010 >

<no. of scan>

<xxxxxllO>

8

scan slave

9

reset slave <slave no><xxxxx 110 >

10

reset slave all- -

Table 5: Argument bit pattern
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Brief Description about the commands

All these commands are issued from the master computer, which is running the Linux

operating system.

ping_slave

This command is used to check whether a particular slave Microcontroller system is

functioning properly and the communication link to that system is working or not. If

the slave system is healthy, it will respond to this command by sending its address

five times.

read -port_byte

This command is used to read a byte from the slave system. This command reads one

byte of data. This is the command used for reading the data from the microcontroller

slave systems.

read -port_bit

This command is used to read anyone bit of data from the slave system. This

command helps to read certain configuration bits of the slave system.

write -port_byte

This command is used to write one byte of information to the slave system.

write -port_bit

This command is to write anyone bit of data to the slave system.

read adc

This command is used to read the ADC channel data from the slave microcontroller

system.

scan adc

This command is used to scan through all the ADC channels in the slave system. This

gives the snapshot of all the ADC channels.

scan slave

This command is used to read all the data at one shot from one slave microcontroller

system.
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reset slave

This command is used to reset a particular slave system.

reset slave all- -
This command is used to reset all the slaves in setup. This command is used by the

master computer.
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5. Testing and Conclusion
Any system needs to be integrated and configured in an efficient way to obtain the

desired results. The local network for the 12m radio telescope health monitoring

system developed in this project was configured for testing as shown in Figure 16. A

length of 4 meter wire was used to connect the observer PC serial output to RS232 

RS485 converter. This was in turn connected via a 3 meter long cable to a node

which is a 3 port device. One of the outputs of this is a continuation of the RS485 bus

and the other output provides a connection to the microcontroller slave board.

However, this slave board accepts a RS232 signal and hence the output of the node is

fed to the slave card via a RS232-RS485 converter. For testing we used a 2 drop with

microcontroller slave cards. The slave cards were fed with the output of a 1.5V

battery connected through a potentiometer. This enables us to feed a variable voltage

as a substitute for the output of the sensor. Since the 12m radio telescope is under

construction, there are no actual sensors available to interconnect with the slave

systems. A battery of 1.5V was connected to a potentiometer for testing.

Observer PC

RS232-RS485
converter

ermination 120R

[ ['RS232'RS485

converter

dr_en dr_en

l1cslave
card2 
ID08H

P1.0 P1.0

Fig. 16: Test setup for local network
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5.1 Testing of system hardware and software

The slave patch board as discussed in the chapter 4 (Figure 15) contains a

microcontroller which has a facility of in-system programming. The assembly code

for implementing the protocol for the HMS local network is simulated using Keil

software where the simulation of the program has been executed. The Keil software

creates a HEX equivalent data file of assembly code. This HEX code will be

downloaded to the microcontroller using the Windows Serial Downloader (WSD),

Version 6.4 which is a freely downloadable software from Analog Devices to

program AduC832 microcontroller. The procedure to download the HEX code is as

follows: The microcontroller card can be either plugged into the serial port of the PC

or over the local network by enabling the PSEN pin. Figure 22 shows the

configuration to be made to create the HEX file. To download this HEX data file into

the microcontroller, reset the microcontroller, open the WSD software, the crystal

frequency has to be set as watch crystal since the crystal used in the microcontroller is

of 32kHz which will be converted to 16.77 MHz inside the chip using built-in PLL.

Figure 17, 18 and 19 shows the signals that are used to configure WSD. The figures

are self explanatory. Once the programming is complete PSEN pin can be removed

from the board.

The local network is tested using the hyper-terminal which supports the hexadecimal

data transmit / receiver facility. The sequence of sending the appropriate address,

command followed by the argument associated with it will be executed through this

hyper-terminal. All the commands (refer Chapter 4 - Table 4 and 5) are executed and

tested. Figure 20, 21, and 22 demonstrates the communication between the master and

the slave.
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Figure 17: WSD configuration screen

Figure 18: Screen showing WSD executed in-system programming of HEX code
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Figure 19: Selecting the appropriate HEX data file

Figure 20 shows the configuration of HEX Com tool hyperterminal. It indicates that

the ComI port is selected with the Baud rate of 9600 with no parity with one stop bit.

The data transmission is of one byte.

Figure 21 shows that in the "Transmit HEX Field" IOH [OOOIOOOOB]is sent to the

slave which is the address of the slave ID (Figure 16) In the "Receive HEX Field"

13H [OOOIOOIIB]is received which is nothing but the acknowledgement sent back

from that particular slave to master. The acknowledgement received from the slave is

l3H since the last two LSB is padded with II as per the design of protocol.

Figure 22 shows that a command ping_slave is sent (refer Section 4.4). The

command pattern for which is 09H. On receiving this command, the slave will

retransmit the address by padding II at two LSB to 10H, 5 times which is shown in

second and third line of "Receive HEX Field".
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Figure 20: Selecting the Baud rate for local network using RS232 HEX COM tool
hyperterminal

3 JJJJJJJJ ~I

Figure 21: Example of sending the slave ID addressed 1OH and receiving 13H as
acknowledgement
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Figure 22:Demonstrating the ping_slave command -13 is echoed backfive times
form the slave

This was followed by a scan _adc command which enables the microcontroller card to

acquire the data from the sensor and then transmits it to the master. The voltage fed

to the ADC was measure with a 4 Y2 digit multimeter. This was compared with the

code received at the PC to demonstrate the functioning of the ADC and

communication port. This was repeated for several values of the input voltage

5.2 Challenges encountered

As no standard protocol was available, the complete protocol development was

carried out in-house. This was a very interesting design and its completion was indeed

an exciting experience. The required network bus structure, which was also designed,

developed, starting from the PCB layout design to card making, component

assembling, and tested for communication without any bus contention. This indeed

gave me a feeling of some achievement. However there were many limitations.
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5.3 Limitations

This protocol is a byte-based protocol. It does not support the frame-based protocols.

Here in this system the parity check has not been incorporated, since the 12m dish is

not complete, one did not have all the set up required to test 10 drops with all its real

time sensors.

5.4 Future Plans

This work can be expanded with more number of subsystems. Each subsystem can

take different data and do a bit of processing before sending the information back to

the master computer. Each subsystem can be made to have their own self test routines

once powered (power on self test - POST). If any subsystem is having problems,

then it can communicate the same to the master computer.

This system can be made to have a frame based protocol with provision for the parity

check. This will help in making the network reliable.

The central PC can be replaced by a Master microcontroller system in the second

phase. This will reduce the load on the computer. The master microcontroller can

take care of acquiring sensor data and sending commands to the slave systems. It can

occasionally interrupt the computer when required and in a burst mode, communicate

the essence of all the previous readings and also interrupt the computer when it

notices a serious fault in the system.
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Figure 1. ADuC832 Block Diagram (Shaded Areas are Features Not Present on the ADuC812)
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Mnemonic Type

DVDD

P

AVDD

P

CREF

I/O

VREF

I/O

AGND

G

Pl.O-P1.7

I

ADCO-ADC7

I

T2

I

T2EX

I

SS

I

SDATA

I/O

SCLOCK

I/O

MOSI

I/O

MISO

I/O

DACO

0
DACI

0
RESET

I

P3.0-P3.7

I/O

PWMC I

PWMO

0
PWMI

0
RxD

I/O

TxD

0
INTO

I

INTI

I

TO

I

TI

I

CONVST

I

EXTCLK.

I

WR

0
RD

0
XTAL2

0
XTALl

I

DGND

G

P2.0-P2.7

I/O

(A8-AI5) (AI6-A23)

REV. 0

ADuC832

PIN FUNCTION DESCRIPTIONS

Function

Digital Positive Supply Voltage, 3 V or 5 V Nominal

Analog Positive Supply Voltage, 3 V or 5 V Nominal

Decoupling Input for On-Chip Reference. Connect 0.1l1F between this pin and AGND.

Reference Input/Output. This pin is connected to the internal reference through a series resistor and is the
reference source for the analog-to-digital converter. The nominal internal reference voltage is 2.5 V, which
appears at the pin. See ADC section on how to connect an external reference.

Analog Ground. Ground reference point for the analog circuitry.

Port 1 is an 8-bit input port only. Unlike other ports, Port 1 defaults to Analog Input mode. To configure

any of these Port Pins as a digital input, write a "0" to the port bit. Port 1 pins are multifunction and share
the following functionality.

Analog Inputs. Eight single-ended analog inputs. Channel selection is via ADCCON2 SFR.

Timer 2 Digital Input. Input to Timer/Counter 2. When enabled, Counter 2 is incremented in response to a
l-to-O transition of the T2 input.

Digital Input. Capture/Reload trigger for Counter 2; also functions as an Up/Down control input for
Counter 2.

Slave Select Input for the SPI Interface

User Selectable, I2C Compatible or SPI Data Input/Output Pin

Serial Clock Pin for I2C Compatible or SPI Serial Interface Clock

SPI Master Output/Slave Input Data I/O Pin for SPI Interface

SPI Master Input/Slave Output Data I/O Pin for SPI Serial Interface

Voltage Output from DACO

Voltage Output from DACI

Digital Input. A high level on this pin for 24 master clock cycles while the oscillator is running resets the device.

Port 3 is a bidirectional port with internal pull-up resistors. Port 3 pins that have Is written to them are
pulled high by the internal pun-up resistors, and in that state can be used as inputs. As inputs, Port 3 pins
being pulled externally low wil1 source current because of the internal pull-up resistors. Port 3 pins also
contain various secondary functions that are described below.

PWM Clock Input

PWMO Voltage Output. PWM outputs can be configured to uses ports 2.6 and 2.7 or 3.4 and 3.3

PWMI Voltage Output. See CFG832 Register for further information.

Receiver Data Input (Asynchronous) or Data Input/Output (Synchronous) of Serial (UART) Port

Transmitter Data Output (Asynchronous) or Clock Output (Synchronous) of Serial (UART) Port

Interrupt 0, programmable edge or level triggered Interrupt input, can be programmed to one of two priority
levels. This pin can also be used as a gate control input to TimerO.

Interrupt I, programmable edge or level triggered Interrupt input, can be programmed to one of two priority
levels. This pin can also be used as a gate control input to Timer 1.

Timer/Counter 0 Input

Timer/Counter 1 Input

Active Low Convert Start Logic Input for the ADC Block when the External Convert Start Function is enabled.
A low-to-high transition on this input puts the track-and-hold into its hold mode and starts conversion.

Input for External Clock Signal; has to be enabled via CFG832 Register.

Write Control Signal, Logic Output. Latches the data byte from Port 0 into the external data memory.

Read Control Signal, Logic Output. Enables the external data memory to Port O.

Output of the Inverting Oscillator Amplifier

Input to the Inverting Oscillator Amplifier

Digital Ground. Ground reference point for the digital circuitry.

Port 2 is a bidirectional port with internal pull-up resistors. Port 2 pins that have Is written to them are
pulled high by the internal pun-up resistors, and in that state can be used as inputs. As inputs, Port 2
pins being pulled externally low wil1 source current because of the internal pull-up resistors. Port 2 emits the
high order address bytes during fetches from external program memory and middle and high order address
bytes during accesses to the external 24-bit external data memory space.
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ADuC832

PIN FUNCTION DESCRIPTIONS (continued)

Type I Function
Mnemonic

PSEN

ALE

EA

PO.7-PO.0
(AQ-A7)

o

o

I

I/O

Program Store Enable, Logic Output. This output is a control signal that enables the external program
memory to the bus during external fetch operations. It is active every six oscillator periods except during
external data memory accesses. This pin remains high during internal program execution. PSEN can also be
used to enable serial download mode when pulled low through a resistor on power-up or RESET.

Address Latch Enable, Logic Output. This output is used to latch the low byte (and page byte for 24-bit
address space accesses) of the address into external memory during normal operation. It is activated every
six oscillator periods except during an external data memory access.
External Access Enable, Logic Input. When held high, this input enables the device to fetch code from
internal program memory locations OOOOHto IFFFH. When held low, this input enables the device to fetch
all instructions from external program memory. This pin should not be left floating.

Port 0 is an 8-Bit Open-Drain Bidirectional I/O Port. Port 0 pins that have Is written to them float and in
that state can be used as high impedance inputs. Port a is also the multiplexed low order address and data
bus during accesses to external program or data memory. In this application it uses strong internal pull-ups
when emitting Is.

TERMINOLOGY
ADC SPECIFICA nONS

Integral Nonlinearity
This is the maximum deviation of any code from a straight line
passing through the endpoints of the ADC transfer function.
The endpoints of the transfer function are zero scale, a point
1/2 LSB below the first code transition, and full scale, a point
1/2 LSB above the last code transition.

Differential Nonlinearity
This is the difference between the measured and the ideal I LSB
change between any two adjacent codes in the ADC.

Offset Error

This is the deviation of the first code transition (0000 ... 000)
to (0000 ... 001) from the ideal, i.e., +1/2 LSB.

Gain Error
This is the deviation of the last code transition from the ideal
AIN voltage (Full Scale - 1.5 LSB) after the offset error has
been adjusted out.

Signal to (Noise + Distortion) Ratio
This is the measured ratio of signal to (noise + distortion) at the
output of the ADe. The signal is the rms amplitude of the
fundamental. Noise is the rms sum of all nonfundamental sig
nals up to halfthe sampling frequency (fs/2), excluding de. The

ratio is dependent upon the number of quantization levels in the
digitization process; the more levels, the smaller the quantization
noise. The theoretical signal to (noise + distortion) ratio for an
ideal N-bit converter with a sine wave input is given by:

Signal to (Noise + Distortion) = (6.02N + 1.76) dB

Thus for a 12-bit converter, this is 74 dB.

Total Harmonic Distortion
Total Harmonic Distortion is the ratio of the rms sum of the
harmonics to the fundamental.

DAC SPECIFICA nONS
Relative Accuracy
Relative accuracy or endpoint linearity is a measure of the
maximum deviation from a straight line passing through the
endpoints of the DAC transfer function. It is measured after
adjusting for zero error and full-scale error.

Voltage Output Settling Time
This is the amount oftime it takes for the output to settle to a
specified level for a full-scale input change.

Digital-to-Analog Glitch Impulse
This is the amount of charge injected into the analog output
when the inputs change state. It is specified as the area of the
glitch in nV sec.

-10- REV. 0



ADuC832

SPECIAL FUNCTION REGISTERS
All registers except the program counter and the four general
purpose register banks reside in the special function register
(SFR) area. The SFR registers include control, configuration,
and data registers that provide an interface between the CPU
and other on-chip peripherals.

Figure 6 shows a full SFR memory map and SFR contents on
Reset. Unoccupied SFR locations are shown dark-shaded in

the figure below (NOT USED). Unoccupied locations in the
SFR address space are not implemented i.e., no register exists
at this location. If an unoccupied location is read, an unspecified
value is returned. SFR locations reserved for on-chip testing are
shown lighter shaded below (RESERVED) and should not be
accessed by user software. Sixteen of the SFR locations are also
bit addressable and denoted by '1' in the figure below, i.e., the
bit addressable SFRs are those whose address ends in OH or 8H.

DAC1H

DPH

DAC1L

DPL

DACOH

SP

DACOL

89H OOH I SAH OOH I 8BH OOH

81H 07H I 82H OOH I 83H OOH

B'

THESE BITS ARE CONTAINED IN THIS BYTE.

I TCO~ MNEMONIC
8SH~ DEFAULT VALUE

SFRADDRESS

MNEMONIC •• • IEO liTOSFR ADDRESS ~ 0 88H 0/
DEFAULT VALUE

SFRMAPKEY:

NOTES

'SFRs WHOSE ADDRESS ENDS IN OH OR 8H ARE BIT ADDRESSABLE.
2THE PRIMARY FUNCTION OF PORT1 IS AS AN ANALOG INPUT PORT; THEREFORE. TO ENABLE THE OIGITAL SECONDARY FUNCTIONS ON THESE

PORT PINS, WRITE A "0" TO THE CORRESPONDING PORT 1 SFR BIT.
>CALIBRATION COEFFICIENTS ARE PRECONFIGURED ON POWER·UP TO FACTORY CALIBRATED VALUES.

Figure 6. Special Function Register Locations and Reset Values
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ADuC832

ADC Transfer Function
The analog input range for the ADC is 0 V to VREF• For this
range, the designed code transitions occur midway between
successive integer LSB values (i.e., 1/2 LSB, 3/2 LSBs,
5/2 LSBs ... FS -3/2 LSBs). The output coding is straight
binary with 1 LSB = FS/4096 or 2.5 V/4096 = 0.61 mV when
VREF = 2.5 V. The ideal input/output transfer characteristic for
the 0 to VREF range is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. ADC Transfer Function

Typical Operation
Once configuredvia the ADCCON 1-3 SFRs, the ADC willcon
vert the analog input and provide an ADC 12-bit result word in the
ADCDATAH/L SFRs. The top four bits of the ADCDATAH
SFR will be written with the channel selection bits so as to
identify the channel result. The format of the ADC 12-bit result
word is shown in Figure 8.

+FS
-1LSB

ADCDATAH SFR

ADCDATAL SFR

LOW 8 BITS OF THE
ADC RESULT WORD

VOLTAGE INPUT

000 .••011

000 .•.010

000 .•.001

000 .••000

ov 1LSB

OUTPUT
CODE

111 .•.111

111 .••110

111...101

111 •..100

ADC CIRCUIT INFORMA nON
General Overview

The ADC conversion block incorporates a fast, 8-channel,
12-bit, single-supply ADC. This block provides the user with
multichannel mux, track/hold, on-chip reference, calibration
features, and ADC. All components in this block are easily
configured via a 3-register SFR interface.

The ADC converter consists of a conventional successive

approximation converter based around a capacitor DAC. The
converter accepts an analog input range of 0 to VREF. A high
precision, low drift, and factory calibrated 2.5 V reference is
provided on-chip. An external reference can be connected as
described later. This external reference can be in the range 1 V
to AVDD•

Single step or continuous conversion modes can be initiated in
software or alternatively by applying a convert signal to an
external pin. Timer 2 can also be configured to generate a repeti
tive trigger for ADC conversions. The ADC may be configured
to operate in a DMA mode whereby the ADC block continu
ously converts and captures samples to an external RAM space
without any interaction from the MCU core. This automatic
capture facility can extend through a 16 MByte external data
memory space.

The ADuC832 is shipped with factory programmed calibration
coefficients that are automatically downloaded to the ADC on
power-up, ensuring optimum ADC performance. The ADC
core contains internal offset and gain calibration registers that
can be hardware calibrated to minimize system errors.

A voltage output from an on-chip band gap reference propor
tional to absolute temperature can also be routed through the
front end ADC multiplexer (effectively a ninth ADC channel
input) facilitating a temperature sensor implementation.

Figure 8. ADC Result Format
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EFH
OOH

NO

ADCCONI - (ADC Control SFR #1)
The ADCCONI register controls conversion and acquisition
times, hardware conversion modes, and power-down modes as
detailed below.

SFR Address:
SFR Power-On Default Value:
Bit Addressable:

Table III. ADCCONI SFR Bit Designations

ADuC832

Bit

ADCCON1.7

ADCCON1.6

ADCCON1.5
ADCCON1.4

ADCCON1.3
ADCCON1.2

Name

MDl

CK1
CKO

AQ1
AQO

Description

The Mode bit selects the active operating mode of the ADC.
Set by the user to power up the ADC.
Cleared by the user to power down the ADC.
Set by the user to select an external reference.
Cleared by the user to use the internal reference.
The ADC clock divide bits (CK1, CKO) select the divide ratio for the PLL master clock used to generate the
ADC clock. To ensure correct ADC operation, the divider ratio must be chosen to reduce the ADC clock
to 4.5 MHz and below. A typical ADC conversion will require 17 ADC clocks.
The divider ratio is selected as follows:
CKI CKO MCLK Divider
o 0 8
o 1 4
1 0 16
1 1 32

The ADC acquisition select bits (AQ1, AQO) select the time provided for the input track-and-ho1d amplifier
to acquire the input signal. An acquisition of three or more ADC clocks is recommended; clocks are
selected as follows:

AQI AQO #ADC C1ks
o 0 1
o 1 2
1 0 3
1 1 4

ADCCON1.l I T2C

ADCCON1.0 I EXC

REV.O

The Timer 2 conversion bit (T2C) is set by the user to enable the Timer 2 overflow bit be used as
the ADC convert start trigger input.
The external trigger enable bit (EXC) is set by the user to allow the external Pin P3.5 (CONVST) to
be used as the active low convert start input. This input should be an active low pulse (minimum
pulsewidth >100 ns) at the required sample rate.
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ADCCON2 - (ADC Control SFR #2)
The ADCCON2 register controls ADC channel selection and
conversion modes as detailed below.

SFR Address: D8H
SFR Power-On Default Value: OOH
Bit Addressable: YES

Table IV. ADCCON2 SFR Bit Designations

Bit Name Description

Place in XRAM location to finish DMA sequence, see
the section ADC DMA Mode.

Requires minimum of I J.IS to acquire
Only use with Internal DAC olp buffer on
Only use with Internal DAC olp buffer on

ADCCON2.71 ADCI

ADCCON2.6 I DMA

ADCCON2.5ICCONV

ADCCON2.4 I SCONV

ADCCON2.3 CS3
ADCCON2.2 CS2
ADCCON2.1 CSI
ADCCON2.0 CSO

The ADC interrupt bit (ADCI) is set by hardware at the end of a single ADC conversion cycle or at
the end of a DMA block conversion.ADCI is cleared by hardware when the PC vectors to the ADC
Interrupt Service Routine. Otherwise, the ADCI bit should be cleared by user code.
The DMA mode enable bit (DMA) is set by the user to enable a preconfigured ADC DMA mode opera
tion. A more detailed description of this mode is given in the ADC DMA Mode section. The DMA bit is
automatically set to "0" at the end of a DMA cycle.Setting this bit causes the ALE output to cease, it will
start again when DMA is started and willoperate correctly after DMA is complete.
The continuous conversionbit (CCONV) is set by the user to initiate the ADC into a continuous mode of
conversion. In this mode, the ADC starts convertingbased on the timing and channel configuration
alreadysetup in the ADCCON SFRs; the ADC automatically starts another conversion once a previ
ous conversion has completed.
The single conversion bit (SCONV) is set to initiate a single conversion cycle. The SCONV bit is
automatically reset to "0" on completion of the single conversion cycle.
The channel selectionbits (CS3---D)allow the user to program the ADC channel selection under
software control. When a conversion is initiated, the channel converted will be that pointed to by
these channel selection bits. In DMA mode, the channel selection is derived from the channel ID
written to the external memory.
CS3 CS2 CSI CSO CH#

o 0 000
00011
00102
00113
o 1 004
o 1 015
o 1 106
o 1 1 1 7
1 0 0 0 Temp Monitor
1 0 0 1 DACO
1 0 1 0 DACI
1 0 1 1 AGND
1 1 0 0 VREF
I I I I DMA STOP

All other combinations reserved
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Timers/Counters

The ADuC832 has three 16-bit Timer/Counters: Timer 0,
Timer 1, and Timer 2. The Timer/Counter hardware has been

included on-chip to relieve the processor core of the overhead
inherent in implementing Timer/Counter functionality in soft
ware. Each Timer/Counter consists of two 8-bit registers THx
and TLx (x = 0, 1 and 2). All three can be configured to operate
either as timers or event counters.

In Timer function, the TLx register is incremented every machine

cycle. Thus, one can think of it as counting machine cycles. Since
a machine cycle consists of 12 core clock periods, the maximum
count rate is 1/12 the core clock frequency.

In Counter function, the TLx register is incremented by a I-to-O

transition at its corresponding external input pin, TO, TI, or T2.
In this function, the external input is sampled during S5P2 of
every machine cycle. When the samples show a high in one
cycle and a low in the next cycle, the count is incremented. The
new count value appears in the register during S3PI of the cycle
following the one in which the transition was detected. Since it
takes two machine cycles (24 core clock periods) to recognize a
I-to-O transition, the maximum count rate is 1/24 the core clock

frequency. There are no restrictions on the duty cycle of the
external input signal, but to ensure that a given level is sampled
at least once before it changes, it must be held for a minimum of
one full machine cycle.

User configuration and control of all Timer operating modes is achieved via three SFRs:
TMOD, TCON Control and configuration for Timers 0 and 1.

T2CON Control and configuration for Timer 2.

TMOD Timer/Counter 0 and 1 Mode Register
SFR Address 89H
Power-On Default Value OOH
Bit Addressable No

Table XX. TMOD 8FR Bit Designations

Description

THO operates as an 8-bit timer/counter. TLO serves as a 5-bitprescaler.
16-Bit Timer/Counter. THO and TLO are cascaded; there is no prescaler.
8-Bit Auto-Reload Timer/Counter. THO holds a value that is to
be reloaded into TLO each time it overflows.

TLO is an 8-bit timer/counter controlled by the ~tandard timer 0 control bits.
THO is an 8-bit timer only, controlled by Timer 1 control bits.

Timer I Gating Control.
Set by software to enable Timer/Counter I only while INTI pin is high and TRI control bit is set.
Cleared by software to enable Timer 1 whenever TRI control bit is set.
Timer I Timer or Counter Select Bit.

Set by software to select counter operation (input from TI pin).
Cleared by software to select timer operation (input from internal system clock).
Timer 1 Mode Select Bit 1 (Used with MO Bit).
Timer 1 Mode Select Bit O.
MI MO
o 0
o I
1 °

THI operates as an 8-bit timer/counter. TLI serves as 5-bit prescaler.
16-Bit Timer/Counter. THI and TLI are cascaded; there is no prescaler.
8-Bit Auto-Reload Timer/Counter. THI holds a value that is to be
reloaded into TLI each time it overflows.

I I Timer/Counter I Stopped.
Timer 0 Gating Control.
Set by software to enable timer/counter 0 only while INTO pin is high and TRO control bit is set.
Cleared by software to enable Timer 0 whenever TRO control bit is set.
Timer 0 Timer or Counter Select Bit.

Set by software to select counter operation (input from TO pin).
Cleared by software to select timer operation (input from internal system clock).
Timer 0 Mode Select Bit 1.
Timer 0 Mode Select Bit O.
MI MO
o 0
o 1
1 °

MI
MO

Name

Gate

MI
MO

Gate

CfT

CfT2

Bit

6

3

7

5
4

1
o
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nCON
SFRAddress
Power-On Default Value
Bit Addressable

Timer/Counter 2 Control Register
C8H
OOH

Yes

Table XXII. nCON SFR Bit Designations

Bit

7

6

5

4

3

2

o

Name

TF2

EXF2

RCLK.

TCLK.

EXEN2

TR2

CNT2

CAP2

Description

Timer 2 Overflow Flag.
Set by hardware on a Timer 2 overflow. TF2 will not be set when either RCLK. = 1 or TCLK. = 1.
Cleared by user software.
Timer 2 External Flag,

Set by hardware when either a capture or reload is caused by a negative transition on T2EX and EXEN2 = 1.
Cleared by user software.
Receive Clock Enable Bit.

Set by the user to enable the serial port to use Timer 2 overflow pulses for its receive clock in serial port
Modes I and 3.

Cleared by the user to enable Timer I overflow to be used for the receive clock.
Transmit Clock Enable Bit.

Set by the user to enable the serial port to use Timer 2 overflow pulses for its transmit clock in serial port
Modes I and 3.

Cleared by the user to enable Timer I overflow to be used for the transmit clock.
Timer 2 External Enal,le Flag.
Set by thc' user W ella' Ie a capture or reload to occur as a result of a negative transition on T2EX if
Timer 2 is not being mcd to clock the serial port.
Clem'ed by the user for Timer 2 to ignore events at T2EX.
Timer 2 :)tart/Stop CO'Hrol Bit.
Set by the user to start Timer 2.
Cleared bv the user to stop Timer 2.
Timer 2 Timer or C()\::lter Function Select Bit.

Set by the user to selc,'[ counter function (input from external T2 pin).
Cleared by the user te) ,elect timer function (input from on-chip core clock).
Timer 2 Capture/Relo 'l.l Select Bit.
Set by th user to ('''ii 'e captures on negative transitions at T2EX ifEXEN2 = 1.
Cle:lred b\' the use:- t" l'nable autoreloads with Timer 2 overflows or negative transitions at T2EX
whe:~ E:\.::~2 = 1. \X','n either RCLK = I or TCLK = 1, this bit is ignored and the timer is forced
to auwrel"ad on Timl" 2 overflow,

Timer/Counter 2 Data Registers
Timer/Counter 2 also has two pairs of S-bit data rq:i,lers
associated with it. These are used as be)' '1 timer lht:l :'gisters
and timer capture/reload registers.

TH2and TL2

Timer 2, data high byte and low byte,
SFR Address = CDH, CCH respectivel\'.

RCAP2H and RCAP2L

Timer 2, Capture/Reload byte and low !'<,te,
SFRAddress = CBH, CAR resi'cc:i\'e;:-,
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Timer/Counter Operation Modes
The following paragraphs describe the operating modes for
Timer/Counter 2. The operating modes are selectedby bits in the
T2CON SFR as shown in Table XXIII.

Table XXIII. nCON Operating Modes

RCLK (or) TCLK CAP2TR2Mode

0

0Il6-Bit Autoreload
0

11l6-Bit Capture
1

X1Baud Rate
X

X0OFF

16-Bit Autoreload Mode

In Autoreload mode, there are two options, which are selected
by bit EXEN2 in T2CON. If EXEN2 = 0, then when Timer 2
rolls over it not only sets TF2 but also causes the Timer 2 registers
to be reloaded with the 16-bit value in registers RCAP2L and
RCAP2H, which are preset by software. If EXEN2 = 1, then
Timer 2 still performs the above, but with the added feature
that a I-to-O transition at external input T2EX will also trigger
the 16-bit reload and set EXF2. The Autoreload mode is illus
trated in Figure 49.

T2
PIN

TRANSITION
DETECTOR

T2EX
PIN

CONTROL

EXEN2

'CORE ClK IS DEFINED BY THE CD BITS IN PllCON

ADuC832

16-Bit Capture Mode
In the Capture mode, there are again two options, which are
selected by bit EXEN2 in T2CON. IfEXEN2 = 0, then Timer 2
is a l6-bit timer or counter that, upon overflowing, sets bit TF2,
the Timer 2 overflow bit, which can be used to generate an
interrupt. If EXEN2 = 1, then Timer 2 still performs the above,
but a l-to-Otransition on external input T2EX causes the current
value in the Timer 2 registers, TL2 and TH2, to be captured
into registersRCAP2L and RCAP2H, respectively.In addition, the
transition at T2EX causes bit EXF2 in T2CON to be set, and
EXF2, like TF2, can generate an interrupt. The Capture mode
is illustrated in Figure 50.

The baud rate generator mode is selected by RCLK = 1 and/or
TCLK = 1.

In either case, if Timer 2 is being used to generate the baud
rate, the TF2 interrupt flag will not occur. Therefore, Timer 2
interrupts will not occur so they do not have to be disabled. In
this mode the EXF2 flag, however, can still cause interrupts and
this can be used as a third external interrupt.

Baud rate generation will be described as part of the UART
serial port operation in the following pages.

TIMER
INTERRUPT

Figure 49. Timer/Counter 2, 16-Bit Autore/oad Mode

T2
PIN

TRANSITION
DETECTOR

T2EX
PIN

TIMER
INTERRUPT

CONTROL

EXEN2

·CORE ClK IS DEFINED BY THE CD BITS IN PllCON

Figure 50. Timer/Counter 2, 16-Bit Capture Mode
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Timer 1 Generated Baud Rates
When Timer 1 is used as the baud rate generator, the baud rates
in Modes 1 and 3 are determined by the Timer I overflowrate and
the value of SMOD as follows:

Modes 1 and 3 Baud Rate =

(2SMOD 132) X (Timer I Overflow Rate)

The Timer 1 interrupt should be disabled in this application.
The timer itself can be configured for either timer or counter
operation, and in any of its three running modes. In the most
typical application, it is configured for timer operation in the
Autoreload mode (high nibb:c ofTMOD = 0010 binary). In that
case, the baud rate is given by the formula:

Modes 1 and 3 Baud Rate =

(2SMOD 132) X (Core Clock I (12 x [256 - THl)))

Table XXV shows some commonly used baud rates and how
they might be calculatedfrom a core clockfrequencyof 16.78 MHz
and 2.0971 MHz. Generally speaking, a 5% error is tolerable
using asynchronous (start/stop) communications.

Table XXV. Commonly Used Baud Rates, Timer 1

Core
Ideal

CLKSMODTHI-ReloadActual%
Baud

(MHz)ValueValueBaudError

9600

16.781-9(F9H)97091.14
2400

16.781-36 (DCH)24271.14
1200

16.781-73 (B7H)11970.25
1200

2.100 -9(F4H)12131.14

Timer 2 Generated Baud Rates

Baud rates can also be gener:.ted using Timer 2. Using Timer 2
is similar to using Timer 1 in t.catthe timer must overflow16 times
before a bit is transmitted/ree ived. Because Timer 2 has a 16-bit

Autoreload mode, a wider range of baud rates is possible using
Timer 2.

Modes 1 and 3 Baud Rate = (1 I 16) X (Timer 2 Overflow Rate)

Therefore, when Timer 2 is used to generatebaud rates, the timer
increments every two clock cycles and not every core machine
cycle as before. Thus, it increments six times faster than Timer 1,
and therefore baud rates six times faster are possible. Because
Timer 2 has 16-bit autoreload capability, very low baud rates
are still possible.

Timer 2 is selected as the baud rate generator by setting the TCLK
and/or RCLK in T2CON. The baud rates for transmit and receive
can be simultaneouslydifferent. Setting RCLK.and/or TCLK. puts
Timer 2 into its baud rate generator mode as shown in Figure 53.

In this case, the baud rate is given by the formula:

Modes 1 and 3 Baud Rate =

(Core Clk) I (32 x [65536 - (RCAP2H, RCAP2L)])

Table XXVI shows some commonly used baud rates and how they
might be calculated from a core clock frequency of 16.78 MHz
and 2.10 MHz.

Table XXVI. Commonly Used Baud Rates, Timer 2

Core
Ideal

CLKRCAP2HRCAP2LActual%
Baud

(MHz)ValueValueBaudError

19200

16.78-1 (FFH)-27 (E5H)194181.14
9600

16.78-1 (FFH)-55 (C9H)95320.7
2400

16.78-1 (FFH)-218 (26H)24050.21
1200

16.78-2 (FEH)-181 (4BH)11990.02
9600

2.10-1 (FFH)-7(FBH)93622.4
2400

2.10-1 (FFH)-27 (ECH)24271.14
1200

2.10-1 (FFH)-55 (C9H)11910.7

TIMER 1
OVERFLOW

T2
PIN

NOTE AVAILABIliTY OF ADDITIONAL
EXTERNAL INTElRUPT

T2EX
PIN

TRANSITION
DETECTOR

CONTROL

TIMER 2
INTERRUPT

RX
CLOCK

TX
CLOCK

EXEN2

"CORE ClK IS rEFINED BY THE CD BITS IN PllCON

Figure 53. Timer 2, UART Baud Rates
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Timer 3 Generated Baud Rates

The high integer dividers in a UART block mean that high speed
baud rates are not always possible using some panicular crystals.
For example, using a 12 MHz crystal, a baud rate of 115200 is
not possible. To address this problem, the ADuC832 has added
a dedicated baud rate timer (Timer 3) specifically for generating
highly accurate baud rates.

ADuC832

The appropriate value to write to the DIV2-1-O bits can be calculated
using the following formula where !cORE defined in PlLCON SFR:

Note: The DIV value must be rounded down.

'CORE CLK IS DEFINED BY THE CD BITS IN PLLCON

Timer 3 can be used instead of Timer 1 or Timer 2 for generating
very accurate high speed UART baud rates including 115200
and 230400. Timer 3 also allows a much wider rmge of baud
rates to be obtained. In fact, every desired bit LIIc' from 12 bit/s
to 393216 bit/s can be generated to within an error of±0.8%.
Timer 3 also frees up the other three timers, allo'ing them to
be used for different applications. A block diat~: :n of Timer 3

is shown in Figure 54.

FRACTIONAL
DIVIDER

TIMER 1fT1MER 2
TX CLOCK (F'" 53)

TIMER 1fT1MER 2
RX CLOCK (FIG 53)

1~

o : I ~~OCK--'------!---T ~J

,_TXCLOCK

T3FD is the fractional divider ratio required to achieve the
required baud rate. We can calculate the appropriate value for
T3FD using the following formula:

Note: T3FD should be rounded to the nearest integer.

2x fCORE

T3FD == 2D1V x Baud Rate

Once the values for DIV and T3FD are calculated the actual

baud rate can be calculated using the following formula:

2 X !cORE

Actual Baud Rate == 2DIV x (T3FD+ 64)

F or example, to get a baud rate of 115200 while operating at
16.7 MHz

DIV == LOG (11059200 I (32 x 115200)) I LOG2 = 1.58 = 1

T3FD = (2 x 11059200)1 (21 x 115200)- 64 = 32 = 20B
therefore, the actual baud rate is 114912 bit/so

Figure 54. Timer 3, UART Baud RAtes

Two SFRs (T3CON and T3FD) are used to ce: 'rol Timer 3.
T3CON is the baud rate control SFR, allowing ',tmer 3 to be
used to set up the U ART baud rate, and setting" p the binary
divider (D IV).

Table XXVII. T3CON SFR Bit Desil,':' ·'tions

Bit

7

6
5
4
3
2
I
o

Name

T3BAUDEN

DIV2
DIVI
DIVO

Description

T3UARTBAUD En: Ie

Set to enable Timer ~ to generate
the baud rate. When t PCON.7,
T2CON.4 and T2C< '.5 are ignored.
Cleared to let the bl. rate be

generated as per a st lard 8052.

Binary Divider Facwr
DIV2 DIVI DIVO b 1 Divider

000
001
010
o 1 1
100
101
1 1 0
1 1 1

Table XXVIII. Commonly Used Baud Rates Using Timer 3

Ideal %
Baud

CDDlVBCONT3FDError

230400

01 81H09H0.25

115200

02 82H09H0.25
115200

11 81H09H0.25
115200

20 80H09H0.25

57600

03 83H09H0.25
57600

12 82H09H0.25
57600

21 81H09H0.25
57600

30 80H09H0.25

38400

03 83H2DH0.2
38400

12 82H2DH0.2
38400

21 81H2DH0.2
38400

30 80H2DH0.2

19200

04 84H2DH0.2
19200

13 83H2DH0.2
19200

22 82H2DH0.2
19200

31 8lH2DH0.2
19200

40 80H2DH0.2

9600

05 85H2DH0.2
9600

14 84H2DH0.2
9600

23 83H2DH0.2
9600

32 82H2DH0.2
9600

41 81H2DH0.2
9600

50 80H2DH0.2
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~~I..IJXI~~I
+5V-Powered, Multichannel RS-232

Drivers/Receivers
_______ General Description
The MAX220-MAX249 family of line drivers/receivers is
intended for all EIA/TIA-232E and V.28N.24 communica
tions interfaces, particularly applications where ± 12V is
not available.

These parts are especially useful in battery-powered sys
tems, since their low-power shutdown mode reduces
power dissipation to less than 5~W. The MAX225,
MAX233, MAX235, and MAX245/MAX246/MAX247 use
no external components and are recommended for appli
cations where printed circuit board space is critical.

__________ Applications
Portable Computers

Low-Power Modems

Interface Translation

Battery-Powered RS-232 Systems

Multidrop RS-232 Networks

____________ Features
Superior to Bipolar
• Operate from Single +5V Power Supply

(+5V and +12V-MAX231/MAX239)
• Low-Power Receive Mode in Shutdown

(MAX223/MAX242)

• Meet All EIAlTIA·232E and V.28 Specifications

• Multiple Drivers and Receivers

• 3-State Driver and Receiver Outputs

• Open-Line Detection (MAX243)

______ OMemgmro~a~n
PART TEMP. RANGEPIN-PACKAGE

MAX220CPE

O°Cto +70°C16 Plastic DIP

MAX220CSE

O°Cto +70°C16 Narrow SO
MAX220CWE

O°Cto +70°C16 Wide SO
MAX220C/D

O°Cto +70°CDice·

MAX220EPE
-40°C to +85°C16 Plastic DIP

MAX220ESE

-40°C to +85°C16 Narrow SO
MAX220EWE

-40°C to +85°C16 Wide SO
MAX220EJE

-40°C to +85°C16 CERDIP
MAX220MJE

-55°C to +125°C16 CERDIP

Ordering Information continued at end of data sheet.
·Contact factory for dice specifications.Selection TablePower

No. of NominalSHDNRx
Part

SupplyR5-232No. ofCap. Value & Three- Active in
Number

(V)DriverslRx Ext. Caps (IIF)StateSHDN(kbps)Features
MAX220

+52/240.1No-120
Ultra-low-power, industl

MAX222
+52/240.1Yes 200Low-power shutdown

MAX223 (MAX213) +5
4/541.0(0.1)YesV120MAX241 and receivers active in shutdown

MAX225
+55/50-YesV120Available in SO

MAX230 (MAX200) +5
5/041.0(0.1)Yes 1205 drivers with shutdown

MAX231 (MAX201) +5 and
2/221.0(0.1)No 120Standard +5/+ 12V or battery supplies;

+7.5 to +13.2
same functions as MAX232

MAX232 (MAX202) +5
2/241.0(0.1)No-120(64)Industry standard

MAX232A
+52/240.1No-200

Higher slew rate, small caps
MAX233 (MAX203) +5

2/20 No120No external caps
MAX233A

+52/20 No200No external caps, high slew rate
MAX234 (MAX204) +5

4/041.0(0.1)No 120Replaces 1488
MAX235 (MAX205) +5

5/50 Yes120No external caps
MAX236 (MAX206) +5

4/341.0(0.1)Yes 120Shutdown, three state
MAX237 (MAX207) +5

5/341.0(0.1)No 120Complements IBM PC serial port
MAX238 (MAX208) +5

4/441.0(0.1)No 120Replaces 1488 and 1489
MAX239 (MAX209) +5 and

3/521.0 (0.1)No-120
Standard +5/+ 12V or battery supplies;

+7.5 to + 13.2
single-package solution for IBM PC serial port

MAX240
+55/541.0Yes-120

DIP or flatpack package
MAX241 (MAX211) +5

4/541.0(0.1)Yes 120Complete IBM PC serial port
MAX242

+52/240.1YesV200Separate shutdown and enable
MAX243

+52/240.1No 200Open-line detection simplifies cabling
MAX244

+58/1041.0No 120High slew rate
MAX245

+58/100 YesV120High slew rate, in!. caps, two shutdown modes
MAX246

+58/100-YesV120High slew rate, in!. caps, three shutdown modes
MAX247

+58/90 YesV120High slew rate, in!. caps, nine operating modes
MAX248

+58/841.0YesV120High slew rate, selective half-chip enables
MAX249

+56/1041.0YesV120Available in quad flatpack paCkage

.M.AXI.M
Maxim Integrated Products1

For pricing, delivery, and ordering information, please contact Maxim/Dallas Direct! at 1-888-629-4642, or visit Maxim's website at www.maxim-ic.com.



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS-MAX223/MAX23Q-MAX241
20-Pin Wide SO (derate 10 OOmW/oC above +70°C) 800mW
24-Pin Wide SO (derate 11.76mW/oC above +70°C) 941mW
28-Pin Wide SO (derate 12.50mWjOC above +70°C) 1W
44-Pin Plastic FP (derate 11.11mWrC above +70°C) 889mW
14-Pin CERDIP (derate 9.09mWjOC above +70°C) 727mW
16-Pin CERDIP (derate 10.00mW/oC above +70°C) 800mW
20-Pin CERDIP (derate 11.11mWrC above +70°C) 889mW
24-Pin Narrow CERDIP

(derate 12.50mWjOC above +70°C) 1W
24-Pin Side braze (derate 20.0mWjOC above +70°C) 1.6W
28-Pin SSOP (derate 9.52mW/oC above +70°C) 762mW

Operating Temperature Ranges
MAX2 __ C __ O°C to +70°C
MAX2 __ E __ -40°C to +85°C
MAX2 __ M __ -55°C to + 125°C

Storage Temperature Range -65°C to + 160°C
Lead Temperature (soldering, 1Osee) +300°C

+5V-Powered, Multichannel RS-232
Drivers/Receivers

Vcc -0.3V to +6V
v+ (Vcc - 0.3V) to + 14V
v- +0.3V to -14V

Input Voltages
TIN -0.3V to (VCC + 0.3V)
RIN ±30V

Output Voltages
TOUT (V+ + 0.3V) to (V- - 0.3V)
ROUT -0.3V to (VCC + 0.3V)

Short-Circuit Duration, TOUT Continuous
Continuous Power Dissipation (TA = +70°C)

14-Pin Plastic DIP (derate 10.00mWrc above +70°C) 800mW
16-Pin Plastic DIP (derate 10.53mW/oC above +70°C) 842mW
20-Pin Plastic DIP (derate 11.11 mwrc above +70°C) 889mW
24-Pin Narrow Plastic DIP

(derate 13.33mW/oC above +70°C) 1.07W
24-Pin Plastic DIP (derate 9.09mW/oC above +70°C) 500mW
16-Pin Wide SO (derate 9.52mW/oC above +70°C) 762mW

Stresses beyond those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings only, and functional
operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated in the operational sections of the specifications is not implied. Exposure to
absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS-MAX223/MAX23Q-MAX241
(MAX223/230/232/234/236/237/238/240/241, Vcc = +5V ±10; MAX233/MAX235, Vcc = 5V ±5%, C1-C4 = 1.0J,JF;MAX231/MAX239,
Vcc = 5V ±10%; v+ = 7.5V to 13.2V; TA = TMIN to TMAX; unless otherwise noted.)

PARAMETER CONDITIONSMINTYPMAXUNITS

Output Voltage Swing

All transmitter outputs loaded with 3kn to ground±5.0±7.3 V

MAX232/233

510

Vcc Power-Supply Current

No load,
MAX223/230/234-238/240/241

715mA
TA = +25°C MAX231/239

0.41

V+ Power-Supply Current

MAX231
1.85

mAMAX239
515

MAX223

1550
Shutdown Supply Current

TA = +25°C
MAX230/235/236/240/241

110
J,JA

Input Logic Threshold Low

TIN; EN, SHDN (MAX233); EN, SHDN (MAX230/235-241) 0.8V

TIN

2.0

Input Logic Threshold High

EN, SHDN (MAX223);
V

EN, SHDN (MAX230/235/236/240/241)

2.4

Logic Pull-Up Current

TIN = OV 1.5200J,JA

Receiver Input Voltage

-30
30V

Operating Range

~MAXI.M 5



+5V-Poweredl Multichannel RS-232
Drivers/Receivers
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS-MAX223/MAX23O-MAX241 (continued)
(MAX223/230/232/234/236/237/238/240/241, Vcc = +5V ±10: MAX233/MAX235, Vcc = 5V ±5%, C1-G4 = 1.0i-lF; MAX231/MAX239,
Vcc = 5V ±10%; v+ = 7.5V to 13.2V; TA = TMIN to TMAX: unless otherwise noted.)

PARAMETER CONDITIONSMINTYPMAXUNITS

Normal operation
SHDN = 5V (MAX223)

0.81.2

RS-232 Input Threshold Low

TA = +25°C,SHDN = OV (MAX235/236/240/241)
VVcc = 5V Shutdown (MAX223)

SHDN = OV,

0.61.5

EN = 5V (R4IN, R5IN)
Normal operation

SHDN = 5V (MAX223)

1.72.4

RS-232 Input Threshold High

TA = +25°C,SHDN = OV (MAX235/236/240/241)
VVcc = 5V Shutdown (MAX223)

SHDN = OV,

1.52.4

EN = 5V (R4IN, R5IN)
RS-232 Input Hysteresis

Vcc = 5V, no hysteresis in shutdown0.20.51,0V

RS-232 Input Resistance

TA = +25°C, VCC = 5V 357kn

TTUCMOS Output VOltage Low

lOUT = 1.6mA (MAX231/232/233, lOUT = 3.2mA)0.4V

TTUCMOS Output VOltage High

lOUT = -1mA 3.5VCC - 0.4 V

TTUCMOS Output Leakage Current

OV ~ ROUT ~ Vcc; EN = OV (MAX223);
0.05

±10i-IA
EN = VCC (MAX235-241 )

Normal

MAX223 600
Receiver Output Enable Time

ns
operation MAX235/236/239/240/241 400

Normal

MAX223 900
Receiver Output Disable Time operation

ns

MAX235/236/239/240/241
250

RS-232 IN to

Normal operation 0.510

Propagation Delay

TTUCMOS OUT,SHDN = OVI tpHLS 440i-Is

CL = 150pF
(MAX223)I tpLHS 640

MAX223/MAX230/MAX234-241, TA = +25°C, VCC = 5V,
RL = 3kQ to 7kQ, CL = 50pF to 2500pF, measured from

35.130
+3V to -3V or -3V to +3V Transition Region Slew Rate

V/i-Is
MAX231/MAX232/MAX233, TA = +25°C, VCC = 5V, RL = 3kQ to 7kQ, CL = 50pF to 2500pF, measured from

430
+3V to -3V or -3V to +3V

Transmitter Output Resistance

VCC = V+ = V- = OV, VOUT = ±2V300Q

Transmitter Output Short-Circuit

±10
mA

Current

6 _______________________ .MAXIAlI



+5V-Powered, Multichannel RS-232
DriverslReceivers

+SV INPUT
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TOP VIEW
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~Vcc

+SVTO+10V
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VOLTAGEDOUBLER

~
C1- ~ •••.•.••••• 1& T10UT
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+10VTO-10V

VOLTAGEINVERTER
I

R1'N
+SV

EC2- 15 I
M~l'n?~11?1 R10UT 400k
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10 T2'N
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~
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CD
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rrUCMOSRS-232

DEVICE

C1C2C3C4C5 OUTPUTS INPUTS

MAX220

4.74.710104.7
8

MAX232

1.01.01.01.01.0

MAX232A

0.10.10.10.10.1

Figure 5. MAX220/MAX232/MAX232A Pin Configuration and Typical Operating Circuit
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PIN NUMBERS IN TYPICAL OPERATINGCIRCUIT ARE FORDIP/SO PACKAGESONLY.

Figure 6. MAX222/MAX242 Pin Configurations and Typical Operating Circuit
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SP49

Full Duplex RS-485 Trans

• +5VOnly
• Low Power BiCMOS

• Driver/Receiver Enable (SP491)
• RS-485 and RS-422 Drivers/Receivers

• Pin Compatible with LTC490 and
SN75179 (SP490)

• Pin Compatible with LTC491 and
SN75180 (SP491)

DESCRIPTION

The SP490 is a low power differential line driver/receiver meeting RS-485 and RS-422
standards up to 5Mbps. The SP491 is identical to the SP490 with the addition of driver and
receiver tri-state enable lines. Both products feature ±200mV receiver input sensitivity, over
wide common mode range. The SP490 is available in 8-pin plastic DIP and 8-pin NSOIC
packages for operation over the commercial and industrial temperature ranges. The SP491
is available in 14-pin DIP and 14-pin NSOIC packages for operation over the commercial and
industrial temperature ranges.
--------------------- BLOCK DIAGRAMS

NC j

R ~

IVcc 11
8A

REB ~
R~DI I

DE 1-

7 B

6 Z D 5

D 31

~ ~y GND 6

GND 41

GNI-
-

SP490

SP491

14Vcc
13NC
12A

11 B

10Z

~ y

8 NC

Date: 05/10/04 SP490/491 Full Duolex RS-465 Transceivers © Copyright 2004 Sipex Corporation



ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
These are stress ratings oniy and functional operation of the device at
these ratings or any other above those indicated in the operation sections

of the specifications below is not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum

rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect reliability.

vcC" •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• +7V
Input Voltages

Drivers -O.SV to rv cc+O.SV)
Receivers ± 14V

Output Voltages
Drivers ±14V

Receivers -O.SV to (Vcc+O.SV)
Storage Temperature -6S·C to +150·
Power Dissipation 1000mW

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

T.'N to T MAX and V cc = SV ± S% unless otherwise noted.

PARAMETERS MIN.TYP.MAX.UNITSCONDITIONS

SP490 DRIVER DC CharacteristicsDifferential Output Voltage

GNDVccVoltsUnloaded; R = <Xl ; see figure 1
Differential Output Voltage

2VccVoltsWith Load; R = 50Q; (RS422);
see figure 1Differential Output Voltage

1.5VccVoltsWith Load; R = 27Q; (RS485); see figure
Change in Magnitude of Driver Differential Output Voltage forComplimentary States

0.2VoltsR = 27Q or R = 50Q; see figure 1
Driver Common-Mode Output Voltage

3VoltsR = 27Q or R = 50Q; see figure 1
Input High Voltage

2.0VoltsApplies to D
Input Low Voltage

0.8VoltsApplies to D
Input Current

±10f1AApplies to D
Driver Short-Circuit Current

VOUT = HIGH

35250mA-7V s Vo s +12V
VOUT = LOW

35250mA-7V s Vo s +12V

SP490 DRIVER
AC CharacteristicsMaximum Data Rate

5Mbps
Driver Input to Output

3060ns ~H; RotFF= 54Q, CL1= C12 = 100pF;
see figures 3 and 6Driver Input to Output

3060ns ~L; RotFF= 54Q, CL1= C12 = 100pF;
see figures 3 and 6Driver Skew

5nssee figures 3 and 6,

1sKEW= 110PLH- tOPHLIDriver Rise or Fall Time
1540ns From 10% to 90%; ROIFF= 54Q,

CL1 = CL2 = 100pF; see figures 3 and 6
SP490 RECEIVER

DC CharacteristicsDifferential Input Threshold

0.2+0.2Volts-7V s VCMs 12V
Input Hysteresis

70mVVCM = OV
Output Voltage High

3.5Volts10 = -4mA, VID = +200mV
Output Voltage Low

0.4Volts10 = +4mA, VIO = -200mV
Input Resistance

1215 kQ-7V s VCMs 12V
Input Current (A, B); VIN = 12V

±1.0mAVIN = 12V
Input Current (A, B); V1N= -7V

-0.8mAVIN =-7V
Short-Circuit Current

85mA OVsVosVcc

Date: OS/10/04 SP490/491 Full Duplex RS-4BS Transceivers
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TM~ to TMAX and vcc = 5V ± 5% unless otherwise noted.

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

PARAMETERS MIN.TYP.MAX.UNITSCONDITIONS

SP490 RECEIVER AC CharacteristicsMaximum Data Rate
5Mbps

Receiver Input to Output
90150ns

lpLH; R81FF = 54Q,
CL1 = L2 = 100pF; Figures 3 & 8Receiver Input to Output

90150ns
lpHL; R81FF = 54Q,

CL1 = L2 = 100pF; Figures 3 & 8Diff. Receiver Skew IlpLH-tpHL'

13nsROIFF = 54Q; CL1 = CL2 = 100pF;
Figures 3 & 8

POWER REQUIREMENTS
Supply Voltage

+4.75+5.25Volts

Supply Current
900!1A

ENVIRONMENTAL AND MECHANICALOperating TemperatureCommercial L C_)

0+70°C

Industrial LE_)

-40+85°C

Storage Temperature

-65+150°C

Package Plastic DIP LS->NSOIC eN)

R

•
Voc

R .•
. ~estPOint 1K

Receiver o----AI0Iv-- Vcc
Output 81

CRLl1K~ ~

Figure 1. Driver DC Test Load Circuit

3V

Figure 2. Receiver Timing Test Load Circuit

Output
Under

Test

Figure 3. DriverlReceiver Timing Test Circuit Figure 4. Driver Timing Test Load #2 Circuit

Dale: 05/10/04 SP490/491 Full Duplex RS-485 Transceivers
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toPLH

OV

f = 1MHz; tR'5 10n8; tF '510n8

01 +3V - - - - - ~

DRIVER B

OUTPUT A- t
DIFFERENTIALVo+ - - - - - -1- - 

OUTPUT OV- - - - - - - - .
VA-VB Vo-

!sKEW = ItoPLH - toPHL I

Figure 6. Driver Propagation Delays

DE

A,S

A,S

+3V - - - - - -

OV

5V

VOH - - - - - -.-

OV

f = 1MHz; tR'5 10ns; tF ~ 10ns

Output normally LOW

Output normally HIGH

Figure 7. Driver Enable and Disable Times

1.5V

+-

INPUT

OUTPUT

VOL- - tp~L~I- I+- tpLH-+
f= 1MHz; tR510ns; tF510ns

R
VOH

VODZ+

A-B
V ODZ- - - - - - -

Figure 8. Receiver Propagation Delays

Date: 05/10/04 SP490/491 Full Duplex RS-4B5 Transceivers
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
Thesearestressratingsonlyandfunctionaloperationof thedeviceat
theseratingsoranyotherabovethoseindicatedintheoperationsections
ofthespecificationsbelowisnotimplied.Exposuretoabsolutemaximum
ratingconditionsforextendedperiodsoftimemayaffectreliability.

vcc +N
InputVoltages

logic -0.5Vto (Vcc +0.5V)
Drivers -0.5Vto IYcc +0.5V)
Receivers ±14V

OutputVoltages
logic -O.5Vto (Vce +0.5V)
Drivers ±14V
Receivers -0.5Vto (Vec+0.5V)

StorageTemperature -65·Cto +150
PowerDissipation 1OOOmW

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

TMIN to TMAX and V cc = 5V::t: 5% unless otherwise noted.

PARAMETERS MIN.TYP.MAX.UNITSCONDITIONS

SP491 DRIVER DC CharacteristicsDifferential Output Voltage

GNDVccVoltsUnloaded; R = '" ; see figure 1
Differential Output Voltage

2VccVoltsWith Load; R = 50g; (RS422);
see figure 1Differential Output Voltage

1.5VccVoltsWith Load; R = 2m; (RS485); see figure 1
Change in Magnitude of Driver Differential Output Voltage forComplimentary States

0.2VoltsR = 27g or R = 50g; see figure 1
Driver Common-Mode Output Voltage

3VoltsR = 27g or R = 50g; see figure 1
Input High Voltage

2.0VoltsApplies to 0, REB, DE
Input Low Voltage

0.8VoltsApplies to 0, REB, DE
Input Current

±10!AA Applies to 0, REB, DE
Driver Short-Circuit Current Vour = HIGH

35250mA-7VsVos12V
Vour= LOW

35250mA-7VsVos12V

SP491 DRIVER
AC CharacteristicsMaximum Data Rate

5MbpsREB = 5V, DE = 5V
Driver Input to Output

203060ns ~H; ReiFF= 54g, CL1= Cl2 = 100pF;
see figures 3 and 6Driver Input to Output

203060ns ~L; ReiFF= 54g, Cll = Cl2 = 100pF;
see figures 3 and 6Driver Skew

510ns see figures 3 and 6,

~KEW= 110PLH- tDPHl I
Driver Rise or Fall Time

31540ns rom 10% to 90%; RDIFF= 54g,

CL1 = Cl2 = 100pF; see figures 3 and 6Driver Enable to Output High
4070ns CL1 = Cl2 = 100pF; see figures

4 and 7; S2 closedDriver Enable to Output Low
4070ns Cll = Cl2 = 100pF; see figures

4 and 7; Sl closedDriver Disable Time from Low
4070ns CL1 = Cl2 = 100pF; see figures

4 and 7; 81 closedDriver Disable Time from High
4070ns CL1 = Cl2 = 100pF; see figures

4 and 7; S2 closed

Date:05/10/04 SP490/491FullDuplexRS-485Transceivers
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

T"'" toTMAX andVcc = 5V± 5%unlessotherwisenoted.

PARAMETERS MIN.TYP.MAX.UNITSCONDITIONS

SP491 RECEIVER DC CharacteristicsDifferential Input Threshold

-0.2+0.2Volts-7V sVCMs 12V
Input Hysteresis

70mVVCM = OV
Output Voltage High

3.5Volts10 = -4mA, VID = +200mV
Output Voltage Low

0.4Volts10 = +4mA, VID = -200mV
Three State (high impedance) OAV S V0 S 2AV; REB = 5V

Output Current ±1t1A

Input Resistance

1215 kQ-7V S VCMs 12V
Input Current (A, B); VIN = 12V

±1.0mADE = OV, Vcc = OV or 5.25V, VIN = 12V
Input Current (A, B); VIN = -7V

-0.8mADE = OV, Vcc = OV or 5.25V, V1N= -7V
Short-Circuit Current

785mA OV sVo S Vcc
SP491 RECEIVER DC CharacteristicsMaximum Data Rate

5MbpsREB=OV
Receiver Input to Output

6090150ns tpLH; RDIFF= 54Q,
CL1 = CL2= 100pF; Figures 3 & 8Receiver Input to Output

6090150ns tpHL; RDIFF= 54Q,

CL1 = CL2= 100pF; Figures 3 & 8Diff. Receiver Skew ItpLH-tpHLI

13nsRDIFF= 54Q; CL1= CL2= 100pF;
Figures 3 & 8Receiver Enable to Output Low

2050ns CRL= 15pF; Figures 2 and 9; S1 dosed
Receiver Enable to Output High

2050ns CRL= 15pF; Figures 2 and 9; S2 dosed
Receiver Disable from Low

2050ns CRL= 15pF; Figures 2 and 9; S1 dosed
Receiver Disable from High

2050ns CR1 = 15pF; Figures 2 and 9; S? dosed

POWER REQUIREMENTS Supply Voltage

+4.75+5.25Volts

Supply Current
600t1AREB, D = OV or Vcc; DE = Vcc

SP491 ENVIRONMENTAL
AND MECHANICALOperating TemperatureCommercial LC_)

0+70°C

Industrial LE_)
-40+85°C

Storage Temperature

-65+150°C

Package Plastic DIP LS_)NSOIC LN)

Output normally LOW

Output normally HIGH

1.5V f = 1MHz; tR ~ 10ns;

•..• tZL

OV

5V

VIH ,_

+3V

R

R

RE

Figure 9. Receiver Enable and Disable Times

Date:05/10/04 SP490/491FullDuplexRS-485Transceivers
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DESCRIPTION

The SP490 and SP491 are full-duplex differential
transceivers that meet the requirements of
RS-485 and RS-422. Fabricated with a Sipex
proprietary BiCMOS process, both products
require a fraction of the power of older bipolar
designs.

The RS-485 standard is ideal for multi-drop
applications or for long-distance interfaces.
RS-485 allows up to 32 drivers and 32 receivers
to be connected to a data bus, making it an ideal
choice for multi-drop applications. Since the
cabling can be as long as 4,000 feet, RS-485
transceivers are equipped with a wide (-7V to
+ 12V) common mode range to accommodate
ground potential differences. Because RS-485
is a differential interface, data is virtually
immune to noise in the transmission line.

Driver ...

The drivers for both the SP490 and SP491 have

differential outputs. The typical voltage output
swing with no load will be 0 volts to +5 volts.
With worst case loading of 54Q across the
differential outputs, the driver can maintain
greater than 1.5V voltage levels.

The driver of the SP491 has a driver enable

control line which is active high. A logic high
on DE (pin 4) of the SP491 will enable
the differential driver outputs. A logic low
on DE (pin 4) of the SP491 will tri-state the
driver outputs. The SP490 does not have a
driver enable.

Receiver ...

The receivers for both the SP490 and SP491
have differential inputs with an input sensitivity
as low as ±200mV. Input impedance of the
receivers is typically 15KQ (12KQ minimum).
A wide common mode range of -7V to +12V
allows for large ground potential differences
between systems. The receivers for both the
SP490 and SP491 are equipped with the
fail-safe feature. Fail-safe guarantees that
the receiver output will be in a high state when
the input is left unconnected.

The receiver of the SP491 has a receiver

enable control line which is active low. A logic
low on REB (pin 3) of the SP491 will enable
the differential receiver. A logic high on REB
(pin 3) of the SP491 will tri-state the receiver.

Date: 05/10/04 SP490/491 Full Duplex RS-485 Transceivers
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Appendix 3

slave_id10.asm

; with the slave add res Ox10H

;This program will receive address from PC, validates the address, if the

;address matches

;receives the command and arguments (if any) and takes appropriate action

;Refer protocol and hms chapter in report.

;setting SFR addresseS.Refer page 17 of ADuc832 manual

RCAP2H EQU OCBH

RCAP2L EQU OCAH

TH2 EQU OCDH

TL2 EQU OCCH

T2CON EQU OC8H

ADCCONI EQU OEFH

ADCCON2 EQU OD8H

EADC EQU OAEH

SCONV EQU ODCH

ADCDATAH EQU ODAH

ADCDATAL EQU OD9H

CHAN EQU 0 ; convert this ADC input channel ..

;Addresses of program flags

USER-FLAG EQU 20HADD_VALID EQU OOH

;Set when valid address is received

CMD_VALID EQU OIH

;set when valid command is received

ARG_LAST

EQU 02H;Set when last argument is received

ARG_VALID EQU 03H PO_SEL

EQU 04H;set when PORTI IS SELECTED

PLSEL

EQU OSH;Set when PORTI IS SELECTED

P2_SEL

EQU 06H;set when PORT1 IS SELECTED

P3_SEL

EQU 07H;Set when PORT1 IS SELECTED

;Address of the slave

TEMP EQU RO

TEMPI EQU R4
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COUNT EQU R6

SLAVE-ADD EQU 30H

ADD_RECD EQU 31H

ADD-ACK EQU 32H

CMD_RECD EQU 33H

ARG_RECD EQU 34H

,---------------------------------------------------------------

ORG OOOOh

JMP MAIN ;jump to main program

ORG 0023H ;serial vector

CALL SER-CALL

RETI

ORG 0033H ;ADC Vector

MOV IE, #OOH

MOV B,ADCDATAH

MOV A,ADCDATAL

CALL SEND-ADC_DATA

MOV IE, #11010000B ;enabling the interrupts.
RETI

;================================================================

MAIN PROGRAM

;================================================================

ORG OSOH

MAIN:

;Initialize all user flags to zero

MOV USER-FLAG, #OOOH

CLR p2.0

;Store slave address

MOV SLAVE-ADD, #010H

;Set up UART

MOV RCAP2H,#OFFh ; config UART for 9600 baud

MOV RCAP2L,#-7

MOV TH2,#OFFh

MOV TL2,#-7

MOV sCON,#S2h



MOV T2CON,#34h

MOV ADCCON1,#080h

MOV ADCCON2,#CHAN

;Interrupt wait loop

MOV IE, #11010000B

AGAIN:

CALL DELAY

CALL DELAY

JMP AGAIN

;serial ISR

SE~CALL:

CALL RxD-ACC

CALL ADD~CHECK

RETI

SEND-ADC_DATA:

CLR C

RLC A

JC SET_4

CLR OF7H

JMP NEXT_B

SET_4: SETB OF7H

NEXT_B: CLR C

RLC A

JC SET_5

CLR OF6H

JMP NEXT_BI

SET_5: SETB OF6H

NEXT_BI:

ORL A, #OOOOOOllB

CALL TXD-ACC

MOV A, B

SWAP A

ORL A, #OOOOOOllB

CALL TXD-ACC

RET

power up ADC

select channel to convert

;delay lOOms

;delay lOOms

;repeat

Appendix 3

;address check routine

ADD~CHECK:

JB ADD_VALID, PROC_COMMAND ;If add already valid, jump to PROC-COMMAND



CJNE A,SLAVE-ADD,return

return

MOV ADD_RECD, A

SETS ADD_VALID

ORL A, #003H

MOV ADD-ACK, A

LCALL TxD-ACC

RET

JS CMD_VALID,PROC-ARG

MOV TEMP,A

ANL A,#007H

CJNE A,#OOlH,return

MOV CMD_RECD, TEMP

CMD_RECD

SETS CMD_VALID

MOV A,CMD_RECD

XRL A,#009H

JZ ping_slave

RET

PROC-ARG:

MOV TEMP,A

ANL A,#007H

CJNE A,#006H,return

MOV ARG_RECD,TEMP

LCALL EXEC_COMMAND

CLR ADD_VALID

CLR CMD_VALID

CLR ARG_VALID

RET

Appendix 3

;compare ACC with SLAVE-ADD, if not matched

;Store received address in ADD_RECD

;set the ADD_VALID flag

;setting pattern 'xxxxxxll'

;storing ADD-ACK for future use with ping command

;sending acknowledgement to PC

;If command already checked move to arg process

;routine

;Move second byte received from PC to TEMP

;checking whether pattern is 'xxxxxOOl'

;If not matching, byte is not a command, so return

;If matching, store the byte recived in TEMP to

;Set the CMD_VALID flag

;load ACC again with CMD_RECD

;#009H is to check for ping_slave command

;if acc is zero jump to ping_slave command

EXEC_COMMAND:

;XRL A,#OXXH --> here the oommand byte received which is in ACC is XOR'd with
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;predefined command patterns to jump to the appropriate command functions

SETB p2.0

MOV A,CMD_RECD

XRL A,#OllH

JZ read_port_byte

MOV A,CMD_RECD

XRL A,#019H

JZ read_port_byte

For Read port bit is implemented in the C program in control pc

READ_PORT_BYTE will be called for read_port_bit and the required

bit will be extacted.

MOV A, CMD_RECD

XRL A, #031H

JZ read_adc

RET

return:

RET

MOV B,#005H

PING_LOOP:

MOV A,ADD-ACK

LCALL TxD-ACC

DEC B

MOV A,B

JNZ PING_LOOP

MOV USER-FLAG, #OOOH

RETI

ping slave procedure this sends the address to pc

5 times.

initialise the couter to 5

; procedure to read port byte and send it to pc
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MOV A,ARG_RECD

RETI

MOV ARG_RECD,A

XRL A,#006H

SETB PO_SEL

JZ SELECT_PORT

CLR PO_SEL

MOV A,ARG_RECD

SETB pLSEL

XRL A,#OOEH

JZ SELECT_PORT

CLR PLSEL

MOV A,ARG_RECD

SETB P2_SEL

XRL A,#016H

JZ SELECT_PORT

CLR P2_SEL

MOV A,ARG_RECD

SETB P3_SEL

XRL A,#OlEH

JZ SELECT_PORT

CLR P3_SEL

Store acc content in ARG_RECD

#006H - '000 00 110' B arg_pattern for port-O

JB PO_SEL,READ_PO

JB PLSEL,READ_P1

JB P2_SEL,READ_P2

JB P3_SEL,READ_p3

RET

;------------------------------------------------------------------------

READ_PO:

MOV A,#OABh;PO
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MOV TEMPl,A ;Register R4 is temp storage

LCALL SEND_NIBBLERET

READ_Pl:

MOV A,#OBAh;PlMOV TEMPl,A

;Register R4 is temp storage

LCALL SEND_NIBBLERET

READ_P2 :

MOV A,#OFEh;P2MOV TEMPl,A

;Register R4 is temp storage

LCALL SEND_NIBBLERET

READ_P3:

MOV A,#OEFh;p3MOV TEMPl,A

;Register R4 is temp storage

LCALL SEND_NIBBLERET

------------------ ADC Reading -----------------------------------------

read_adc:

SETB SCONV

RET

; ------- end of read_adc ------------------------------------------------

,-------------------------------------------------------------------------

;----- begin of SEND_NIBBLE procedure -----------------------------------

SEND_NIBBLE:

MOV COUNT,#004H

LOOP:

RL A

DEC COUNT

CJNE COUNT,#OOOH,LOOP

ANL A,#OFOH

ORL A,#003H

LCALL TxD~CC

initialise the couter to 5

sends the lower nibble



/, MOV A,TEMPl

ANL A,#OFOH

ORL A,#003H

LCALL TXD.-ACC ; sends the higher nibble

Appendix 3

,---------------------------------------------------------------------------

RET

;---- end of 'SEND_NIBBLE' procedure ---------------------------------------

RxD.-ACC:

JNB RI, $

MOV A, SBUF

CLR RI

RET

TxD.-ACC:

SETB p2.0 ; TO keep the enable the BUS from the tristate

CLR TI

MOV SBUF, A

JNB TI,$

CLR TI

CLR p2.0 ; TO keep the BUS in the tristate

CALL DELAV

RET

,----------------------------------------------------------------------

;return:

;RET

,----------------------------------------------------------------------

DELAV:

DLVO:

DLV1:

RET

; DELAV SUBROUTINE

Delays by lOOms * A

MOV

Rl, #Olh ; Ace holds delay variable

MOV

R2,#022h ; Set up delay loopO

MOV

R3,#OFFh ; set up delay loopl

DJNZ

R3,$ ; Dee R3 & Jump here until R3 is 0

DJNZ

R2,DLVl ; Dee R2 & Jump DLVl until R2 is 0

DJNZ

Rl,DLVO ; Dee Rl & Jump DLVO until Rl is 0

; Return from subroutine

END

end of slave_idlO.asm ------


